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The Swiss Postal Administration found very early that philately could
be an interesting branch of postal work, not only to publicise the
country but also as a highly profitable revenue earner. The Directorate
of Postal Services decided, in 1907, to allow the sale of postage
stamps for collection purposes (PTT Gazette No.18). Again in 1914 all
the stamps obtainable were listed in para. 23 of the Gazette. 1921
was the year in which a special philatelic sales counter was opened
in the main post office, Bern 1. This was to sell stamps directly, as
well as to execute orders by post; this was the beginning of the
postal sales service. By 1937, with a re-organisation of the postal
services, the sale of stamps for collection purposes returned to the
General Directorate and this philatelic counter was closed.
The 15th September 1943 saw the opening of a special service section,
called the Philatelic Office of the PTT, at Bollwerk 8, near Bern main
railway station. As the office opened in the middle of the second
world war business with foreign countries was impossible.
The Philatelic Office introduced it's subscription service in 1948
by taking over the list of a private dealer. This had increased
greatly by 1959, but the staff were unable to cope and deliveries fell
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behind. The Head of the Philatelic Office appealed for help. The
computer age was at hand and the Philatelic Office is always keen to
introduce the best of whatever technology can offer.
After evaluation the first deliveries to customers, using a punched
card system, were made on 21st March 1963 and deliveries to customers
quickly improved. (The punching machine was based in Zurich until 1965.)
The following year, on the 15th April 1964, the Office moved yet
again to a building above the main railway station, Parkterrasse 10.
A larger workroom made it possible to re-organise the whole subscription
service. In 1969 a second phase of the punched card system started, but
after much planning an on-line computer system was introduced on the
7th December 1981. After some initial difficulties the 23 screens, 4
printers and other hardware became increasingly important for handling
all orders.
In 1986 an extensive publicity campaign to win more customers for
the attractive special and publicity cancellations standing order
service achieved an unexpectedly good result.
A few statistics will illustrate the work of the Philatelic Office.
At the end of 1986 there were 185 staff divided as: 55 co-workers,
permanent staff; 30 temporary workers, employed four times a year for
6 weeks at a time before a new issue; 100 home workers - women, who
prepare the mint stamp sets and stick the stamps on the first day covers.
Revenue - gross receipts, in millions of Sfr. - 1983 - 52.2; 1984
58.2; 1985, 49.05 (but the face value of the stamps was lower).
Shipments - the average number of deliveries during recent years has
been 800 000 standing orders, plus single orders of about 1.2 millions
per year.
Standing orders - customers living in Switzerland number about 119 000
and those abroad 7 5 000.
Special tasks of the Office include Sales Counters. In order to
increase sales to collectors special philatelic counters were openea
in important post offices - 1959, the first counter in Locarno, later
moved to Muralto, and Geneva Airport (Cointrin); 1970, Neuchatel 1;
1976, Aarau 1, Zurich 23 Main Railway Station, Zurich 58 Kloten Airport,
Schaffhausen, Winterthur and others; 1981, 20th October the Philatelic
Office was established at Zeughausgasse 19, in the building where the
UPU Convention was signed on 9th October 1874.
As collectors living in large centres needed a local service the Post
Directorate decided to open branches with counter sales only in Basel
(1962), Zurich (1965), Lausanne (1966), Geneva (1967), Lucerne, Lugano
and St. Gallen (1968), and Chur (1978).
The staff of Mobile Post Offices, and special offices for exhibitions
and fairs, are always trained by the Philatelic Office so that they
are well qualified for philatelic work. The stamps sold in these
special offices, as well as all items sold in the branch offices, are
supplied by the main office in Bern and sales are included in the
philatelic receipts.
Since 1965, starting with the IVA - International Traffic Exhibition
in Munich, W. Germany, the Philatelic Office has participated at
International Stamp Exhibitions, but only in Western Europe.
This collaboration with the postal authorities of other countries
is always very fruitful, with many new ideas originating during
discussions with foreign colleagues. These contacts have improved our
collaboration with other countries and increased mutual appreciation.
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by M A Bulpitt

The van works daily
on the 750mm gauge
Waldenbergbahn in
NE Switzerland
collecting and sorting mail on it's
13.5 km journey
from Waldenberg to
Liestal where it
connects with the SEE
mainline from Olten
to Basel.
any metre gauge Swiss
private railways have
TP0s, but this line
has the narrowest
gauge of any public line in the country and this vehicle is unique.
It was built in the early 1950s when the WB was being modernised
after the war and most of it's contemporary rolling stock has now
been replaced by 'miniaturised' versions of the standard Swiss 2-car
EMUs built for the private railways. How long it will last I cannot
guess. The train shown is at Niederhof on a late morning trip down
the valley to Liestal in August 1986 and shows the local postman
loading-up the morning mail from the village post office. The TPO
has a post box but unfortunately had nothing to place in it when I
came upon the van in service, on a journey through the area. Perhaps
a reader has an item franked on this rare TPO?

A rather strange miniature sheet turned up
recently - five fiscal stamps from different
'Gemeinde' or municipalities on a gummed
sheet 105 x 127mm. The Gemeinde are Bischofzell, Amriswil and Berneck in Canton Thurgau
)4/4i-i164b.
and Au in St. Gallen.
• kt
To have the stamps of four Gemeinde all on
4
one sheet can only be explained by suggesting
TAxmAR MIL
t
30 C ts .. •
it was used as a sample by a printer's rep.
in the Lake Constance region to try and get
orders for similar work. The printers name
is unknown so it can only be surmised that
he supplied various municipal authorities.
Far
The municipalities naturally preferred to
place orders with firms paying taxes in the
50 Cts.
I
area, and printers needed this type of
0111111t
publicity material. These points seem to be
ignored when considering the many sd-called
'Essays' in fiscal collections.
Remember that in 1900 there were not enough collecters of fiscals for
it to be worth while for the printers to produce material specially for
them. There is, however, an important exception: the printing office of
many of the Cantonal fiscal stamps which supplied them 'made to order',
imperforate and on various coloured papers, direct to a collecter - but
tinat is a different story . (From the bulletin of the Swiss Fiscal Soc.)
•
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PTT MUSEUM IN BERN

by F Pickard

2-iny member visiting Bern will be drawn to the PTT Museum with it's
fabulous displays. Last July my chance came and I hope the following
will wet the appetites of others.
RAYONS - one glorious cover, Nachnahme, franked with a block of ten
Rayon II, 10 Rp. plus a single Rayon I, 5 Rp. and sent to Locarno. A
really s p lendid item to see and covet.
SOLDIER STAMPS - frames 21 to 28 contained a fascinating range of
World
War I stamps and covers, addressed mostly to Herr Dr. P Halter in Luzern.
The display seemed to cover the entire range of issued stamps.
STANDING HELVETIA - a really remarkable display of this period, written
up against the Zumstein numbers and containing many of the varieties to
be found in this issue. A truly lovely item was a sheet of 400, in panes
of 100, and imperf; a colour trial or printing trial for the 3Fr., but
in blue, cancelled with Werthzeichen 22-XI-01.
MACHINE SLOGANS - frames 9 and 10 showed a short, but interesting, range
of these pieces, both Swiss and Liechtenstein. It is always good to
find the PTT showing material of this type as well as the classical items.
POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES - frames 1 to 6 contained the early envelopes of the 1874 period. Photo enlargements showed the variations found
to the watermark, usually around the tail and wing tip areas. Also in
the display was a nice cover with the stamp impressed in the bottom
right-hand front corner, the 10c in the carmine shade.
SALES AREA - always worth a visit. I found a number of items in the way
of postcards of the PTT illustration range. Single copies of the Swiss
Classic packet are on sale in a matt-surfaced card as opposed to the
glossy finished ones in the packet.
SWITZERLAND YEAR SETS
(1)

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

(2)

Mint/NH

Fine Used

E 4.50
£5.50
£6.00
£11.00
£12.50
£9.00
E10.00
E10.50
E14.50
E 9.50
E11.00
E13.00
£14.00
£15.00
E13.50
E11.00
£13.50
E14.00

E 3.50
E 5:00

£5.00
E 7.50
E 5.50
E 6.75
E 8.50
E 8.50
E10.50
E 7.00
E 8.50
£11.00
£11.00
E11.00
E 8.50
E 7.50
E11.00
E14.00

Mint/NH
E
E
E
E
E
E

Fine Used

E 6.00
E 3.00
£4.50
E 3.25
£3.25
E 4.00
E 7.00
E 3.00
£3.00
E 3.50
E 3.00
E 2.50
E 3.60
E 3.60
E 3.60
E 4.50
£4.25
E 5.75

6.00
3.00
4.50
3.25
3.25
4.00

£7.00
E 3.00
£3.00
E 3.50
E 3.00
E 2.50
E 3.60
E 3.60
E 3.60
4.50
E 4.25
E 5.75

(1)

All i ssues except Booklet Panes and United Nations Geneva

(2)

United Nations Geneva only.

H.L. KATCHER
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The Amateur Collector Ltd.

s

"The Swiss Specialists"

Phone m.
" ".

P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England

VARIETIES

'c

49
Pl.-

qpb

WE HAVE JUST PURCHASED
A FINE COLLECTION OF
MODERN VARIETIES. PRICES
RANGE FROM E 3,00 TO OVER

E 500.00 PER ITEM WITH A
GOOD SELECTION AVAILABLE
I N THE UNDER £25.00 PRICE
RANGE, APPROVALS ON
REQUEST,

SPRING STAMPEX
1988
1-6 MARCH

BOTH HALLS
Royal Horticultural Society
Greycoat Street Vincent Square
London, S.W.1

•

WE ALSO HAVE FINE SELECTIONS
OF

SOLDIER STAMPS

BOTH ON

AND OFF COVER, IT IS WORTH
YOUR WHILE TO ASK FOR
APPROVALS.

1
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M Rutherfoord

the new 25c definitive
As another surprise for 1987 the PTT have produced
of the junk mail
in rolls of 10 000 to feed the insatiable machines
and are un-numbered.
producers. The rolls are with the stamps sideways
n on sale, one more
Some dealers, but not the PTT, have strips of eleve
a roll. There are,
than can be got from a sheet, to prove they come from
of course, some FDCs, cancelled 11.9.87 in Bern.
applied to covers,
Stamps from these coils are automatically cut and
with a black twowhich are then cancelled at the printer/distributor
left, as described in
ring cancel, with a slogan or neutral slug on the
more than 50 items
the Newsletters of 11/84 & 2/85. Bulk mailings of
reduced rate, down
carry a pointed star to show they qualify for the
and if given in ready
from 35c to 25c. Usually thousands are so handled
for a further rebate.
sorted in the numerical order of postcode, qualify
r 'open and read'
Such 'stamped' covers are considered to have a highe
ctive to collectors
rate than the usual PPIs, and are certainly more attra
especially as they are so difficult to find.
YOUR COMMENTS:
about falling
In April last an item was published in the Newsletter
general. As expected
interest in philately and philatelic societies in
same theme 'where
comments from readers were few, and many echoed the
tion of the comments
are the young collectors?' The following are a selec
from around the world:
s bragging about
- the attitude of two or three members who are alway
their latest buys and how much they cost.
it is 'the Best in
- his collection must not be criticised because
the World'.
- the club is clannish, has little cliques.
killed the goose
- the new issue mint has been played out; they have
that laid the golden egg.
of the members
- look around at your next meeting and see how many
relate to the youth of today.
a Saturday morning
- (in Australia) many of the libraries play host on
ties give an hour
to Junior Stamp Clubs where members of local socie
or so of their time perhaps twice a year.
g to meetings.
- we avoid waffling members putting juniors off comin
- local societies are too general to interest most.
wed by the
- financial gain is the principal reason, closely follo
e large through
bolstering of over-large egos, which have only becom
deep pockets.
collections and as
- too much importance is attached to the 'better'
symbol.
a result there is too much snob appeal and status
pleasure.
- gone are the days when one collected for fun and
under 40?
- look around the room and where are the collectors
ons, suggestions
Thanks to all those who sent comments. Your contributi
they might not get
or even grumbles are always welcome, and although
printed immediately, they are not forgotten.
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Report of the London meeting 9th December 1987
Postal Stationery, recommended as 'the investment for 1988' in The Times,
provided the subject for this meeting. Our Chairman, Mr F Pickard, led
the display with private postal stationery, particularly noted were the
Roth Bros. reply-paid cards impressed with 5c outward and 15c return.
Then through many official items to the Feldpost section of the catalogue.
Mrs C Scholey followed with wrappers, exhibition cards and aerograms.
Mr L E Stiles, Mrs 1,1 0 Bidmead and Mr D Houtris added further unusual
items to conclude an entertaining and instructive evening.
GWE
Report of the Northern Group meeting 5th December 1987
The Chairman, Mr D Arthur, took members on a railway journey with his
display. That started as a holiday souvenir had grown to the present
collection covering most of Switzerland. The route passed through most
of the well-known tourist regions from Lac Leman to the Vierwaldstattersee all most beautifully presented. He concluded with a trip
forming a recent study from the Bodensee to Basel.
RAH
YOUR VOTES PLEASE for the Chris Rauch Literature Award 1987
Your vote is urgently needed to enable this award to be announced before
the end of the season. The award is intended to be for the contributor
who, in 1987, has done some new or additional research. Look at the
issues for last year and, in your opinion, who should receive the award
this time? Do send in your vote to the Hon. Secretary NOW:
SPRING
Due to
spring
by the

STAMPEX '88
circumstances beyond our control the Society's display at the
Stampex has been postponed. Make a note to meet on the Vednesday
Amateur Collector stand, No. 45. See you there.
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The PTT have provisionally announced the following new
issues for 1988: 8th March - five publicity stamps and
a special Pro Aero; 24th May - two Europa and four Pro
Patria; 13th September - four more publicity stamps and
one each for the BIT & UIT; 25th November - combined
Franco-Swiss issue and four Pro Juventute. Cost 19.35Fr.
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issues a list of all philateli
reed
articles which have appear
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among many items of interest,
Bern
publication by the PTT & BID
two
on Hotel Posts in Switzerland,
parts each some 300 pages long.
toBooks loaned cost nothing. Pho
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e,
mad
copies of articles are
well as free searches.
M Rutherfoord
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DID YOU KNOW?
- that two new Federal

Councillors
m
have been elected to join the tea
,
of seven. One is Herr Adolf Ogi
th e sports-minded member of parlia
nt who forced through the 50+20c
a
Sparts stamp in 1986. He wanted
se't a year, now he is in a better
po.sition to get his way.
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they can form an interesting
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J. S. ARMSTRONG

HEIMAT Collections are a more recent form

of collecting which consists of making a
detailed study of stamps, covers, documents
and other items from a particular city,
town, village or favourite holiday resort.
It offers a very wide scope following the
postal history from early to modern times.
As an example the rapid expansion in
Zurich during the mid-1800s led to the
incorporation into the city post of many
of the outlying areas, first in 1893 and

later in 1934.
Postal stationery cards are a fruitful
source of cancellations with a) the
original name, then b) with the name at
the top and Zurich below, and finally c)
with the two names reversed.
Further changes were made when each
office was assigned a number, and again
in 1947 when certain of the early ones
had their numbers 'increased' by 20, so
both examples must be sought.
E J R

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

Any members who collect in this field
are invited to write it up for the
newsletter, or why not start a new
collection of somewhere you visited,
not forgetting old postcards as well.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

ZUMSTEIN-PEN KATALOG 1988
of the Swiss Special & Mobile PO Cancels

*75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
(German, French, Italian, English)

Spiral bound
Sfr 47in 4-ring binder
60p
y
postage
NEW * rice b each illustrated cancel for
extra
8.50
easy reference
* for thematic collectors a clearly arranged
summary of individual cancellations. More
V4°1"
than 65 different themes
vt‘
t
005,0
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp; World
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; BIE Conferences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London WC2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.
v

i

.

Propr. Hertsch + Co., PO Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN

Do you know our monthly magazine the 'Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung'?
We will be pleased to send you a specimen copy free of charge.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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by Stuart R MacKenzie

16 2/3 AND 33 1/3 GOLD CENTIMES TO PAY

on this subject in the
I was interested to read David Dixey's article
marks of Switzerland
Newsletter last July. I have collected the Tax
on the other 'T'
for many years and have always found the section
e markings are very
charges most interesting. As was pointed out thes
m Conference brought
elusive and relatively unknown. The 1924 Stockhol
ency variations in the
about new Gold Franc conversions due to the curr
stamps were prepared
aftermath of the First World War. Until new hand
it is evident that
mail was endorsed by hand. From the covers I have
to the outbreak of the
'
both hand and stamped charge marks were used up
to the interrupted
Second World War and were probably phased out due
n, a censored cover
mail service at that time. I do have one exceptio
ge used in reverse!
to France in 1942 which was returned and the char
Fig. 1
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61125, with large
Figure 1 shows part of a 10c PS card from Thalwil,
and 16 2/3 just visible under the Italian stamps.
irected to France and
Figure 2 is a cover posted in Zürich, 21V42, re-d
rned to sender.
a large T 16 2/3 added, refused in France and retu

-up riNn 2inn q -161London Teb.1988IISSN 0951-0001
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Figures 3 ek 4 show my earliest manuscript mark and the only hands
tamp
I have found to date. It is identical to the 16 2/3
one shown by David
Dixey and it seems likely these were issued to offices handl
ing large
amounts of international mail; Fig. 3 is Chambery, 21VII125,
with large
and 33 1/3 by hand while Fig. 4 from Zürich, 3IV29, has handstamp
33 1/.3.
atio,i,i,„

Fig. 3
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The Geneva boxed 'T' illustrated by David Dixey can be furth
er extended
in use to 1911139 as shown in Figure 5, part of a PS card to Vienna.
A new mark is that in Figure 6, a single circle type 'T
16 2/3' in
violet on a cover from Lausanne to Italy in 1939.
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I look forward to reading about other examples that membe
rs may have
in their collections.

February 1988
Particulars
PTT

Special stamps
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Safe
while stocks last
Post offices and
philatelic offices:
from 83 1988 to 282 1989
Advance sale
from 3 3 1988
Validity unlimited
from 8 31988

36 x 26 mm
Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA.

3000 BERN

Size

La Chaux-de-Fonds

Paper
white. fluorescent:
mat gummed

Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps
Sheet margin
Designation of issue.
statements of value

Giorno d'ernissione
Jour demission
Ausgabetag

5F-Li
7

8.3.88
n

Swiss Women's Benevolent
c. Centenary of Swiss Women's Benevolent Society The
at Aarau in 1888. It

founded
Society. Switzerland's oldest national women's organization, ewas
- currently Lyss. The constitution
has its headquarters in the serving president's place of residenc
aims to contribute towards
describes its purpose broadly as 'supporting welfare work'. The Society
families and society as a whole,
the solution of economic and social problems confronting women,
al training, care of the elderly, health
and to strengthen the solidarity of women. Promotion of vocation
and assisting with adoptions mothers
ling
counsel
rtens,
kinderga
and
creches
running
n,
educatio
daily work. Where the State
their
of
part
and
tasks
rs'
membe
Society
the
of
some
these are but
in to provide whatever
step
000
80
of
rship
membe
total
a
with
s
branche
cannot help, the 294
of Zurich features
Baltis
tte
Bernade
Mrs
by
design
stamp
The
.
assistance and support is needed
.
an artistic rendering of the Society's emblem
ation The constituent meeting of the
35 c. Centenary of Swiss Master Hairdressers' Associ
Bern on 25 June 1888: 27 delegates
'Swiss Hairdressers' and Surgeons' Association' took place init was
decided to drop the word 'surgeon'
represented the seven founding branches. Only ten years later
association now consists of
national
The
doctor'.
'medical
a
mean
to
taken
being
gly
increasin
as this was
nt office in Bern aims both
permane
Its
s.
member
5000
about
and
s
branche
78
ions,
associat
ten cantonal
s and to ensure the provimember
tion
Associa
the
and
trade
sing
hairdres
the
of
to protect the interests
directions about working
issues
,
courses
p
sion of efficient services. It also offers training and follow-u
ion and public relations centre. An
conditions, organizes the placement system and acts as an informat
hair styles are shown during a
illustrated journal, 'Swiss Hair', is published quarterly, and the latest
a typical scene in a ladies'
shows
ur
Winterth
of
scher
Wyss-Fi
Vreni
by
design
stamp
The
Spring tour.
hairdressing salon.
connection with the Sempach War, the men
50 c. 600th Anniversary of the Battle of Naefels In
the entrance to Canton Glarus. They also
at
indegg
Ober-W
of Glarus destroyed the Austrian fortress of
Confederates captured the town of
occupied the villages of Niederurnen and Filzbach and with the Swiss
up the first laws of their own on
Weesen. They took advantage of the brief peace that followed to draw
e and Glarus areas was not
Walense
the
in
tion
interven
olitical
power-p
gs'
Habsbur
The
1387.
11 March
Austrians regained possesthe
1388
February
of
end
the
as
early
As
.
therefore
chance,
of
quite a matter
rs were massacred.
occupie
rate
Confede
the
of
number
large
a
and
y
treacher
through
sion of Weesen
the Linth valley.
conquer
to
off
set
it
1388
April
9
on
and
there
d
gathere
now
A mighty Austrian army
held by a weak
was
which
wall
ve
defensi
the
through
broke
Below Naefels the enemy quickly
Glarus force
the
of
body
main
the
,
plunder
to
began
tely
Glarus force. While the Austrians immedia
Schwyz, they then rushed the
retired to the foot of the Rauti. Strengthened by allies from Uri and
ent peace treaties the Habsburgs
enemy and put them to flight after fierce fighting. In the subsequ
the people of Glarus commemorate
had to give up their territorial rights in the Glarus region. Every year
place on the first Thursday in
takes
which
ion',
Process
'Naefels
the
at
dead
their
and
their victory
artist Hanspeter Paoli chose
graphic
Zurich
the
design
this
For
Week.
Holy
in
falls
this
April unless
572) recording that this
(1505-1
Tschudy
Aegidius
by
ript
manusc
a
of
part
and
the St Fridolin banner
.
Naefels
at
banner was carried into the battle
1987-88 the Council of Europe is organizing an
80 c. European Countryside Campaign For
rural areas. These are undergoing
international campaign drawing attention to the problems of Europe's
the environment and the traditional
a radical transformation the effects of which are not all positive. Both
from economic decay and depopulation
way of life are under threat: disadvantaged regions are suffering
ral and industrial development;
agricultu
lled
uncontro
by
red
endange
are
ones
ing
develop
rapidly
while
kes. The European Counearthqua
and
erosion
as
such
ena
phenom
natural
by
ed
threaten
are
other areas
development and the
healthy
for
need
the
public
the
to
trate
demons
to
aims
tryside Campaign therefore
exchanges of inforpromote
to
is
it
time
same
the
At
.
tradition
of
r
preserve
importance of rural life as the
mation and experience between member states.
e farming country (view from the
The stamp design by Arnold Wittmer of Gunzwil shows typical pre-alpin
Beromiinster radio tower) against an outline map of Europe.
l Long before the Music Festival was
90 c. 50 Years of Lucerne's International Music Festiva to Lucerne's suitability as a festival
established, leading composers and musicians had drawn attentionof Lucerne, Dr Jakob Zimmerli, and
centre_ It was thanks to the efforts in 1937/38 of the then Mayorromande', that the International Music
Ernest Ansermet, founder and head of the' Orchestre de la Suisse t conducted the first of a series of conFestival came into being. At the opening on 18 July1938, Anserme
Toscanini with the famous festival
certs. However, the inauguration highlight was provided by Arturo
was intended as a tribute to
concert
This
1938.
August
25
on
n
concert in the park of the Villa Tribsche
, close relations were
followed
that
years
the
In
1872.
to
1866
Richard Wagner, who had lived there from
between Lucerne and the great figures of
established thanks to the efforts of City Councillor Walter Strebileading
new successes regularly. Today
the music world, giving the Festival an inner consistency andof Lucerneto's cultural life but also an outstanthe International Music Festival is not only a permanent part
ding event in Europe's summer festival season.
the Lucerne artist Hans Erni.
A girl playing the shawm features on the stamp design, which is by
19 May1938 that the Aero Club of Switzerland.
50th Anniversary of Pro Aero Foundation It was on
Pro Aero Foundation. based in Zurich. On the
the
setup
,
Authority
Aviation
with the support of the Federal
promised that their money would be spent
being
donors
started,
was
same day a nationwide collection
ible for
p p y and usefully. Two government ministers. Minger and Pilet-Golaz, who were respons
ro erl
Aero
Pro
special
d
organize
PTT
the
and
appeal
military and civil aviation respectively, made a public
the storm clouds gathering over Europe
airmail flights. The appeal for funds came at the right time, for
n of national aviation by
roused public awareness. - The aim of the Pro Aero Foundation is the promotio
ly the younger generation, at the
creating understanding and enthusiasm among the population, especial
other things. funds are made
same time taking account of current environmental problems. Among
well as for parachutists and the
as
balloons
and
gliders
aircraft,
powered
of
pilots
training
for
available
on the stamp was commissioned by
building and flying of models. - The Junkers Ju-52 aircraft shown
Completely refitted, il can now be
1981.
in
service
from
n
withdraw
and
1939
the Swiss Air Force in
Köniz shows (Auntie Ju), as the
of
n
Hartman
Hans
by
design
stamp
The
chartered for private flights.

Pro Aero 1988
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1 913 PIONEER AIRMAILS
AARAU on Official card, superb
E 358
BASEL superb on Official card, scarce blue cancellation
. Signed by pilot,
Oskar Bider.
E 335
IV
BURGDORF Official card, Luxury.
E
540
HERISAU Official card, Luxury.
E 540
VI
LANGNAU card, Luxury.
E 660
VI
LANGNAU slight discolouration on the envelope but stamp
perfect and superbly
cancelled.
E 500
VII
LAUFEN (Type IV) on superb cover,. rarely seen so fine.
E1050
VII
LAUFEN (Types II & III) on Official card with TWO copies
of this stamp. Such
double frankings are most unusual and very rare. Signed
by pilot, T.H.Borrer. E2000
VIII LIESTAL superb on Official card.
E 525
VIII LIESTAL very fine on Official card.
E 450
VIII LIESTAL on Official card, one minor perf. fault.
E 350
IX
LUGANO Official card, signed by pilot Attilio Maffei, with
the rarely seen
BLUE cancellation. Stamp has the well known "z" variet
y.
E1650
X
SITTEN on Offical card, signed by pilot Oskar Bider. Stamp
faulty but
superb cover (Cat.E1150).
Only E 325
ZEPPELIN FLIGHTS
1 930 (May) South American flight, superb cover with
Airmail No.12 in centrally
cancelled block of four, etc. Official Lakehurst arriva
l cancel (Cat.Fr.800). E 260
DITTO on Pictorialpostcard with Nos.14 & 2 x 15, Seville
drop (Cat.Fr.565.-).
E 200
1 930 (Oct.) Basel flight on cover with Nos. 4, 2 x
5 & 13 (Cat.Fr.387.-).
E
130
1930 (Oct.) DITTO on Pictorialpostcard with No. 11.
E 45
1930 (Oct.) DITTO on Pictorial postcard with No.11 but
RARE ERROR ARRIVAL CANCEL OF
ZURICH (Cat.Fr.210.-).
E 70
1 931
(July) Polar flight Pictorial postcard with Nos. 10 & 11
(Cat. Fr.315.-)
E 100
1931 (July) DITTO cover, rare drop in Arctic on to icebra
ker Malyguin (first
"intourist" expedition) with Nos. 7, 12 & 2 x 13.
(Cat. Fr.580.-)
E 200
1931 (Aug.) cover First South America flight, Cabo Verde drop;
with Nos. 12,
2 x 13 and 15.
(Cat. Fr.655.-)
E 200
1 931 (Sept.) cover Second South America flight, Cabo Verde
drop; with Nos. 4,
12 & 2 x 13 (of which one has corner fault & zero counte
d). (Cat.Fr.307.-)
E 100
1 933 (Aug.) postcard 5th South America flight with Nos.11
,16,17 & 18 (Cat.Fr.315.-) E 120
OTHER FLIGHT COVERS
1924 (June 2nd) rare First Flight Geneva/Lyon; only 243
flown! (Cat. Fr.750.-) E 275
1924 (Dec.18th) Zurich/Teheran First Flight; pilot Mittel
holzer, su p erb (Cat.Fr.250)E 85
1927 (Se ,p t.) reaistered cover from Interlaken. flown Berne/
Basel; franked with
complete set Nos. 3 - 12.
E 135
1938 (Sept.21st) Aarau Exhibition Balloon Flight with
rare corner block of four 8z
E
135
1945 (Sept.13th) Geneva-Paris-London-Stockholm (re-opening
of Geneva Paris route).
First Flight after war. Rare.
E 90
1 947 (Aug.10-12) First Swissair Flight from South Africa
to Switzerland, Khartoum
stopover (Sudan customs cancellation). ONLY 20 COVERS
FLOWN! Outstanding
rarity (Cat. Fr.500.-).

II

WE ALSO CARRY GOOD STOCKS OF PIONEER STAMPS OFF COVER

(Inland clients kindly add 15% VAT to all prices.)

I 160

H.I. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd.
"The Swiss Specialists'•
P.O. Box 242. London, N2 OYZ, England
APS. PTS, RPSC
Phone IOU 348-0296
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THE ZUMSTEIN-PEN CATALOGUE 1988
e of the Special and
This new edition of the well-known Fen catalogu
has been published by
Mobile Post Office Cancellations of Switzerland
in 1982 after a long
Zumstein for the first time as Pen himself died
illness.
well catered for
Switzerland and collectors of Swiss material are
lly all types of canwith catalogues and handbooks covering practica
of pioneering philcellation. This is largely due to the enthusiasm
on, who in 1960 issued
atelists like Pen, a graphic artist by professi
was followed by
the first catalogue of Special cancellations. This
priced. Many other
that for MPOs in 1963, also fully illustrated and
specialised catalogues followed.
non-existent so
PTT Records of early cancellations are scarce to
ies by others. His
Pen had to feel his way, with the help of discover
-ends, which still
individualistic approach led him into a few dead
ude the later 'air'
annoy some aero-philatelists, as he does not incl
catalogue. Othercancels, these, however, are given in the Luftpost
tions since 1874,
wise, with a wealth of detail, all known cancella
included, are shown
or from 1850 if a dozen odd non-postal ones are
and priced.
presentation, the new
With 75 pages, perfect illustrations and clear
erve the best of the
editor Christoph Hertsch has taken care to pres
. As before all the
previous editions, but has made many improvements
ch, Italian & English,
explanations are in four languages, German, Fren
s of the Special
and have been extended. Not only the various list
are now incorporated
repeat cancellations have been extended but they
in the main part. All UN cancels are included._
way) designed
It is not well-known that Pen (a pseudonym by the
Swiss K-cancels.
a number of FD cancels for the UN, and also some
is the grouping (by
A major addition, which would have pleased him,
atic collectors.
number only) of those cancels of interest to them
ectors of Swiss stamps
This catalogue is an essential tool for all coll
ioned then it is
and covers. If you find a cancel which is not ment
y to Zumstein, it
most likely to be non-postal, but send a photocop
M Rutherfoord
might be a real winner!
LONDON MEETING 9th March - Airmails, all members.
Jungfrau Region, R A Hoyl
NORTHERN GROUP MEETING - 5th March, Bahnen der
Collector Stand, No 41.
STAMPEX - Meet on the Wednesday at the Amateur
following Swiss
HELP - our member A H T Clayton wants to find the
75 Jähre 1875-1980,
Railway Vignettes: 5001a & 5001b, Arth-Rigi Eahn
d Bahn (MOB) 75 Jahre
black on silver or gold; 5147, Montreux-Oberlan
1977, multicolour;
Aus 1976, multicolour; S280. 75 Jähre SBB/CFF/FSS
1871-1971; 7248-7251,
7142, Vitznau-Rigi Bahn Erste Bergbahn Europas
erence numbers from the
125 JAhre Schweizer Eisenbahnen 1847-1972. (Ref
ct to him at
Pen Catalogue of Publicity Vignettes.) Write dire
.
help
15 Whitecourt, Uley, Glos. GL11 5TG if you can
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Report of the London meeting held on 13th January 1988 The largest attendance since the Postal History display by Mr G
on 12th December 1984 - excluding AGMs - set the scene for what can only
be described as a superb display of Censor Markings by Mr J G A Latham.
Mr Latham, like most of us, has been fascinated by Censor marks ever
since reading Mr Dutton's article in the Newsletter which ran from 1974
to 1977. His display was based on this research and covered the six main
periods of censorship. All the 'peculiar' markings that can be found on
these covers were on display. Predominately British and German markings
plus Irish, American, Australian and others were shown. The blue 'wash'
marks to check for secret writing were of German origin, whereas the
British equivalent was in grey. Censor marks did not start with the outbreak of war or stop with the cessation of hostilities. A cover of 1938
was censored in Eire, and after the war covers were censored in Austria
(1946), the British Army in Germany (1947) and the US Forces in 1947.
The vote of thanks was given by Mr G Hodges, a rare visitor, who said
'this was the finest display seen for many years. It is the first time
he has deliberately set out to meet the member and see the collection,
very many thanks'. (There were even FDCs with censor marks!)
G W H
Report of the Northern Group meeting held on 9th January 1988
Northern Group members were entertained by Mr and Mrs Gilchrist at
their home at Pool-in-Wharfedale.
Mr Gilchrist presented a short display of what he called 'Bits and
Pieces' although in reality they consisted of superb and interesting
items. Included in his display were sheets of Strubels on cover, a
selection of airmail covers, soldier stamps on cover, items from his
Red Cross collection i trial prints etc. For the rest of the afternoon
members took the opportunity of looking through Mr Gilchrist's extensive
stock with many interesting and tempting items on view.
R A H
ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION and MOORE TROPHY will be held on Wednesday 13th
April 1988 in the Victory Services Club at 6.45 P.m.
The competition is in two sections and is open to ALL members, one
entry in each section. If you are unable to bring your entry yourself
then send it to the Hon. Secretary to arrive by Monday, 11th April.
Judging will be by the popular vote of all those present, on a points
system, so that everyone can gain some experience of judging.
HELVETIA SILVER CUP - entries between eight and twelve sheets can be
of postage stamps, charity issues, airmails, specials, postage dues,
officials, miniature sheets, flown covers, or anything except postal
history. Thematic entries will be judged as part of the Cup competition.
To be judged for: a) Philatelic knowledge and study, 30; b) Importance
and special features, 20; c) Condition (including rarity), 30; d) the
Presentation and arrangement, 20.
The Cup is awarded annually, to be returned by competition . night. If
won three times in succession by the same member it shall become his or
her property and the Committee shall provide a new cup for the next year.
MOORE TROPHY - entries of nine sheets on any aspect of Postal History,
to be judged for: a) Knowledge and study, 40; b) Originality & importance,
25; c) Condition (including rarity), 15; d) Presentation & arrangement,
20. Awarded annually, to be returned by competition night.
Get working on your entries now, and come and help judge as well

February
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(No.43) on the history of the posts.
A previous brochure covered the
stamps of Schwyz.
- that late in 1987 the PTT publicised
a new item on their programme and
invited standing orders, Year Set
Type E they called it, without any
descriptions, but with UN Offices
stam p s. Now I have discovered, that
for export only, such sets were also
available for 1985 & 6, but no one
here knew of them. M Rutherfoord

- that to celebrate it's Centena
the monthly magazine SBZ has a
golden cover this year and it
seems more colour is used inside.
- that, rather belatedly, I have
found yet another surprise in the
fluor saga. The red ink used for
business franking machines has
had a fluor-reaction chemical
added. This is cheaper than using
phosphor and is the basic reason
for the change due to the increase If you have been
awarded a cross
in such machines. The earliest
in
have not yet
few
you
a
date I have is 24.4.85,
I
1986 and many more towards the en. paid yourSUBSCRIPTI 0 IN:
of 1987. It is only occasionally
and
visible under ordinary light as a Thank you all who sent me Xmas
L E Stiles
New Year Greetings
brighter pink.
- that in the latest SBZ Jakob
BOOKLETS REQUIRED
Gnagi of the PTT reveals the plans
covers,
for the new PTT Museum just south Booklets of stamps and older
red for
of the present one. This has been NOT MODERN COVERS, are requi
ially
espec
will
used since 1936, although founded the 1988/9 season. We
stamps £3
in 1907, and in 1949 telephone and need low value booklets of
telegraph were added to the orig- to £20 total value.
Please send to the Packet Secretary
inal 'post only' coverage.
before the end of June 1988. The first
- .that I have on occasion menbatch will go out in August 1988.
tioned a foreign stamp or postmark commemorating a Swiss or
BACK NUMBERS
Switzerland. Now the Swiss Thematic.
of the Newsletter
Society have published a booklet
are available from
(No.23) with all these items, some Complete year sets
the Hon. Sec. for the following years
200 persons or firms, collected
only: 1981 & 1982 (1 set of each);
together. In German, Sfr. 19-.
(several sets of
- that the artist Alex Diggelmann 1985, 1986 & 1987
each). These cost £2.50 including
has died in Zdrich. He designed
q
ng. Che ues, made out
five Swiss stamps, the 5 & 10c of post and packi
to "The Helvetia Philatelic Society",
the 1948 Olympics at St. Moritz,
should be sent with your order direct
the Piz Paid in 1970, and in 1971
to the Hon. Secretary.
the p air of Youth and Sport.
- that about 800 small places in
CONGRATULATIONS
Ewitzerland will get individual
r society in the USA,
post codes, as they were in groups - to our siste
the American Helvetia Philatelic Soc.
before. This means that about 90
who celebrate their 50th Anniversary.
K-cancels will be re-issued with
a new number and many will take
Leo Baresch celebrate their 25 years
the opportunity to use a new
with a move to new premises at 110
picture. The change will be on
St. Martins Lane, Trafalgar Square,
30th May and will affect all the
London WC 2.
handstamps as well as registration and other labels.
Corinphila have moved across the lak/
- that a 72 page brochure has
in Zdrich to a modern 'pyramid', and
been issued by the Cultural

in Tnoano.
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A - Z OF SW133 PHI-ATELY
INTEa:ATIC:TAL CFFICES With the start
of the League of Nations in Geneva in
1922 3wiss stamps were overprinted
'Societe des Nations' in three lines;
in 1933 with a small circular print
'Service de la Societe des Nations',
followed by other types. At the same
time (1932) the International Labour
Office was set up with it's own
overprint.
The work of the Societe gradually
incorporated separate offices for
Health, Education, Refugees, Meteorology, tin, Telecommunications, and

Intellectual Copyright. Occasional
issues were made until the mid-70s,
since when fewer issues have appeared
now more as commemoratives.
Finally in 1960-70 the Geneva
Office began issuing special stamps
covering every aspect of international work, all of which provide
an interesting subject.

February 1988

1..S. ARMSTRONG

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

Another interesting item is that in
the last century I and J were often
used as alternative spellings, even
on stamps. You can find Interlaken
spelt Jhterlaken, as on old maps. E J R

485 MARINE ROAD.
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

•

ZUNISTEIN-PEN KATALOG '1 988

:
:
of the Swiss Special & Mobile PO Cancels
o
* 75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
Spiral bound
Sfr
(German, French, Italian, English)
in 4-ring binder
60post age extra
NEW * price by each illustrated cancel for
8.50
easy reference
* for thematic collectors a clearly arranged
.000°
summary of individual cancellations. More
N,000,5.
than 65 different themes
% 0.tc,
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp; World
00°
*
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; BIE Conferences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London WC2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account_No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.
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Allen Payne
- your assistance would be appreciated by

H elp!

ation or otherwise in
I would be grateful to receive clarificrs. My information so
connection with the undermentioned cove
cles on 'Mail in transit
far has been taken from previous arti
Chris Rauch and
from Switzerland to France' by the late
Mr. G.D. Wilson.
October 1836 posted in
The first cover (Fig.1) dated the 14 ce. Handled at Basel
Lucerne and addressed to Lyon in Fran
its stamp and
where the Swiss exchange office applied zer "L.B.8.K" in red
correctly indicating a charge of 8 kreu
The French office in
as far as the French exchange office.
PAR/BELFORT" in red
Huningue applied its entry mark "SUISSE/
ng that the charge so
and the number '3' also in red indicati
script '9' i.e. a final
far was equivalent to 3 decimes. Manu
stage Belfort to Lyon
charge of 9 decimes - 6 decimes for thereimbursement to Basel.
plus the 3 decimes to be collected for
val mark of Lyon.
Manuscript 9 in black. Backstamp arri
What is the
red manuscript
4 which appears
to have been
added before the
manuscript 9.
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.
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The second cover (Fig.2) dated the 7 January 1845
was also from
Lucerne to Lyon. It was handled at Basel where the
Swiss
exchange office applied its boxed stamp correctly
indic
ating
a charge of 8 kreuzer in red as far as the French
exchange
office. The French office in Huningue applied its
circular
"Suisse - Belfort" dated 8 January 1845 (Fig.3) in
red and the
number '3' also in red indicating that the charge
so far was
equivalent to 3 decimes. Manuscript marks '2' and
'7' in black
making '9' i.e. a final charge of 9 decimes - 6 decim
es for
the final stage Belfort to Lyon plus the 3 decimes
to be
collected for reimbursement to Basel.
It has been suggested that the 2 & 7 is not 9, but
27 due to
possible weight, but one would not have thought it
would
make
that much difference. What is the reason and what
are
the
.
initials - top left hand corner (Fig.2).
Why the manuscript 10 in red (Fig 2) and what appea
rs to be
5/8- (Fig.3)?

3

Fig .2.
!1/4.
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As both covers are from Lucerne to Lyon - even thoug
h of
different dates, i.e. nine years apart, and the sugge
weight of the cover - it still would not account for sted
the
difference of the 18 decimes charge.
If any member can help me with these queries I would
be most
grateful.
Any help or suggestions can be sent to Mr Payne via the
Hon. Secretary or the Hon. Editor, thank you.
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PHILATELY AND LUMINESCENCE

When the PH quietly released 5 million of the definitive 2.50 fr.
rcock of Solothurn's St. Ursen Cathedral on non-phosphorescent
Weathe
p
pa er toward the end of June 1984, little did the Swiss philatelic
market expect the 'variety' bonanza which surrounded it after its
discovery 29 months later, and which still continues.
With the PTT's unannounced deviation from a previously established
tor
norm in the Preparation or treatment of a paper surface the collec
is faced with a novel problem. Does a chemical treatment alone come
elic
under the category of a stamp's physical variation in terms of philat
appreciation?
To start a technical examination of the paper treatment process and
a
its operative implications may be in order. The term in German for
substance creating a luminescent effect is 'Leuchtstoff', and when
in
applied to paper it becomes 'Papier mit Leuchtstoff'. The term
the
English 'phosphor paper' is not only misleading but also wrong when
composubstance contains no trace of phosphor. A substance or chemical
sition capable of producing a luminescent effect converts short-wave
ncies
light frequencies below the band of visible light into longer freque
scent
discernible to the eye as part of the visible light spectrum. Lumine
the
and
nt
oresce
chemicals can be divided into two categories, the phosph
was
fluorescent. The light energy converting or phosphorescent effect
17th
the
in
orus
phosph
first observed with the discovery of the element
century, it is though a radioactive and highly poisonous substance.
de
There are various other chemicals such as zinc sulphide, zinc fluori
and zinc selenide, as well as oxides of calcium, zinc and manganese,
which when combined and activated by certain salts of other metals
The
produce similar phosphorescent or energy-converting characteristics.
later.
category of fluorescent substances will be referred to
When the PTT first introduced their electro-optically operated equiprds,
ment for automated sorting and cancelling of envelopes and postca
ic postal traffic, at Expo '64 in LAusanne, the
primar
q p ily for domesttrated
with stamps coated with phosphorescent sube ui ment was demons
3rd
stances. This coated paper first came into use with the reissue on
Archi&
October 1963 of the 1960 definitives 'Postal History Motifs
tectural Honuments'(without the 2fr. value). The PH made it quite
not
clear that the substances used in the treatment of the paper would
contain any trace of phosphorus and would be totally safe from any
p to most collectors of of
radioactive or poisonous effects. As is known
y sheets
Swiss stamps an error occurred during the re rinting whereb
side of
osphor
were printed on the non-ph
the 10,
p 20, 25 & 75c valuesorescent coating was on the gummed side. When
the Pa er, i.e. the phosph
p
ion with the
the PT? changed to phosphorescent pa er it made an except
1984.
high value Evangelists series, first issued
pin 1961 and reissued in ed
p
detect
be
can
ence
As most stamp collectors already know hos horesc
lamp. With the
with an ultra-violet (UV) light source such as a quartz
p ation was made;
escent 'Weathercock' stamp anothe
p r observ
non-phosphor
p
laced in water it
when a s ecimen of this stamp on phosphor aper is
on
tends to drop to the bottom, whereas a non-phosphor stamp will float
ones.
the surface. For obvious reasons the test cannot be done with mint
the
for
able
unreli
Any visual inspection of the two papers is totally
purpose of detecting any difference in paper treatment.
Without going too deeply into the technological aspects of how stamps
ses
printed on phosphorescent coated gpaper respond to the scanning proces
to
ient
• nri
machines. it may be suffic

frnkir
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bear in mind that the surface area of the coating on the stamp relates
directly to a s p ecific voltage measurement or reading. Therefore, any
emanating signal from the coated surface is functional to the masking
or obliterating effect created by the design of the stamp or overprint.
Basic dye colours and their p igments also play a role in the determination of the desired signal value or reading.
Phosphorescent substances have the well-known ca p ability of retaining
light energy after shut-off or removal of the UV light source, i.e. they
dis p lay an after glow. Opposed to this phenomenon is the energy conversion
p
rocess or ca p ability of fluorescent materials where the energy conversion or transmission will only last as long as the material remains
exposed to the UV light source; fluorescent substances have no after-glow.
Although the PTT's experiences with automated scanning and franking
equipment based on phosphorescent paper proved quite successful, the
inability of the equipment to accept machine-franked mail reduced the
overall efficiency of the programmes by 20-305. Three years ago the PTT
decided to change to fluorescent-treated paper while still continuing
with phosphorescent paper qualities. Fluorescent substances offer some
considerable advantages over phosphorescent materials; they are more
energy conversion intensive and enable the design of scanning and
franking equipment to be more efficient. Fluorescent materials can also
be mixed into printing inks and allow for easier 'overprinting' or coating of ordinary paper already treated with a phosphorescent coating.
Another great advantage of these fluorescent materials is that their
superior energy conversion capability favours reduced signal generating
areas, which means that fluorescently-treated surfaces can be limited
to stripes or bars for appropriate value coding.
The question as to whether different treatments of postage stamp paper
by chemical substances to match more advanced sorting and franking machinery design should fall within traditional interpretations as to what
represents a stamp 'variety' may remain debatable; we know the PTT's
point of view. Considering that the philatelic market already experiences an extraordinary escalation in the discovery of microscopically
minute printing flaws and their acceptance under the 'variety' category,
any difference in the luminescent coating process or change in the chemical composition of the substance may eventually lead to a chemical analysis investigation which, in the writer's opinion, goes beyond any philatelic appreciation process. Philately should remain a visually enjoyable hobby and not be turned into a technological research effort.
Acknowledgements: Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, January 1987; Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung, May 1987; Technische Mitteilungen PTT, Nr. 7, 1963;
Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter, February 1987; S p ecial release
PTT, June 1987; E E Habisreutinger, CH-8570 Weinfelden.
NEW CANCELS FROM THE PTT
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Needless to say we shall not have sufficient space to publish all the
revised K-cancels which are due to be issued on 30th May. If possible
photocopies will be available to members who are interested, more later.

Report of
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the London

meeting held on 10th

February 1988

of Thematics given by
Three years have elapsed since the last display
of the members to see how
our President, Mrs A Lee; it was now the turn
r own themes.
they had translated her good advice into thei
dealing with the Red
Mr A Balmforth, a keen collector of all things
admitted that it was
Cross, selected his Swiss section, he freely
ver, he started with an
difficult to arrange in any logical order. Howe
of Franchise items for the
1 870 Frank stamp and followed with a range
anniversaries followed,
Red Cross. Proofs, Slogans and FDCs as well as
ritan Alliance. Mrs E J
and finished with Soldier Stamps and the Sama
-traced replicas of all
Rawnsley showed her Heraldry exhibit with hand
, and followed on with
the 23 Cantonal arms from the Robert Mader book
e a mountain theme which
stamps including fiscals. Mr V J Mitchell chos
Mrs J Salmen, who collects
included the Tell Essays and the Tell Legend.
with many excellent postfor pleasure, selected the St. Gotthard theme
graphy. Mr F Pickard
cards depicting street scenes, railways and topo
with a printer's card
concluded with an Advertising theme; starting
stationery), Labels,
informing of their activities (private postal
ps and slogans were all
Official cards, Philatelicg label, Publicity stam
shown to end a fascinatin evening.
seen and maintained that
Mrs Lee was asked to comment on what she had
the main point, but if
collecting is a hobby for pleasure and that is
be followed. Club shows
anybody wished to exhibit then the rules must
bitions. The way to start is
can.be 3-D, but are not acceptable in Exhi
ector to a story. It is
to prepare a plan that will restrict the coll
ps from another country
essential that one should ensure when using stam
Cross of 1977 issue was
that the motif depicted is correct. The Blue
but not quite the same
used as an example, animal welfare in the UK,
G W H
thing in all other countries.
Northern Group Report
ers held their annual
On February 6th in Leeds, Northern. Group memb
by p opular vote, were as
competition. The results, which were decided
follows:
D Cairns with a display
Thematic and winner of the Highstead Cup: Mr
about the Lake of Lucerne.
: Mr D Cairns, Prepaid
Postal stationer and winner of the Moore Bowl
cards for inland use.
Philatelic: Mrs V Davis, the Small Landscapes.
ngements for postage due.
Postal History: Mr D Hope, International arra
RAM
in Central Hall,
Postal History: The next INTERPCSTAL is to be held
will have an exhibition
: iestminster on 5th&6th May. From this year it
History exhibits only,
associated with it, taking the form of Postal
l.
competing for an annual Rowland Hill Gold Meda
NEXT MEETINGS
Northern Group AGM is on 26th March.
p
t PS at 55 Broadway,
London Grou members will show to London Transpor
se.
Ldn. SW1 on 7th April; Volunteers required plea
hy. .ALL MEMBERS.
e
1 3th April is the Annual Cup Competition & Moor Trop
p
April for a dis lay by Mr B S Clapshc
Sussex Group meet on Saturday 23rd
4 nnn
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OLD CHEQUES & BILLS OF EXCHANGE

Most of these are from the Canton of Lucerne, with REVENUE STAMPS. They
date from the 1870's through to about 1910. Those carrying stamps are
priced at between E5 and £9 each, without stamps £3. These cheques are
not only scarce but also highly interesting from the banking point of
view - they show numerous endorsements and cancellations: Some of the
firms' insignia are beautifully engraved and attractive. We recommend
a few of these not only to Revenue collectors but also as a sideline to
Postal History.
On purchases exceeding £50 we can allow a discount of 15%.
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Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
"The Swiss Specialists"
P.O. Box 242. London, N2 OYZ, England
tn 1 IMI-0296
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Did you know?
- that the PTT made a record
Profit in 1987, to be reflected
in lower p hone charges but no
Postage reduction. At least we
know it won't be going up soon.
- that the exhibition in the PTT
museum from 1st March to 12th
June will be the well-known top
collection of classic stamps
that has always been exhibited as
'Winkelried'; worth a trip.
- that at this year's Dasterraesse
there will be a follow-up of the
TV series in that at Mubaphil
youngsters, and others, will be
tau g ht the basics of philately.
- that there was a TV talk recently about Women on Swiss Stamps,
only four, against 94 men. This
leaves aside Helvetia and other
folklore figures. The speaker then
p
resented a list of candidates;
we will see what the PTT does now.
- that Joseph Schalch has issued
supplement to his ATM (Frama)
catalogue (Sfr.13.). Very useful
as it has a new, unified and simplified numbering, a compromise
between his and 2;umstein.
- that on 9th November Wohlen,
Aargau opened their new PO and
produced a 24-page booklet on
their history, complete with all
handstamps used but no machine
dies. Free from KIT CH-5000 AarauI:
- that the PTT have issued a new
postcard, with a 50c frank impression, to advise recipients of
a gift p ayment into their phone
account. But perverse philatelists
will find the card suitable for
machine and other cancellations.
Perhaps because of this experience
with the previous card this one is
210mm long, i.e. not suitable for
putting on an album page. The fluor
bar is to the left of the frank
- that the Quarterly "Der Aushang"
originally only for Zug PS members,
is now available on subscription
from the editor, Thomas Galliker.
The title translates as the advertising p oster and covers all sorts
1?1,4-In

ennrri
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
There are still a number
of subscriptions outstanding and we regret to
have to advise those members that this
is the last Newsletter they will get
if their subscriptions are not paid
p
by the time the A ril issue is ready.
REVIEW Of the 'Catalog of the Fiscal
Stamps of the Kantone & Gemeinden of
Switzerland, Vol II, Kantone of Easel
Land, Zürich and their Gemeinden, by
Gene Kelly, Nov 1987, direct from the
author at Steinerstrasse 15, CH-8253
pp
204, b&w ill., Eng.,
Diessenhofen,
e extra.
postag
price Sfr. 45-,
Fiscal collectors will not be disap p ointed. This 2nd volume provides
new information on laws and dates of
usage researched at the local archives. Prices are the judgement of
p
the author, or what he aid for the
item. In deciding what to include in
a catalogue common sense has been used
Colours are kept to a basic shade,
despite the many variations existing.
An example concerns the 1884 Bourse
Stempel from Zurich, over 100 types
of the value figures have been seen,
the collector is left to make the
decision on how far to split shades
and types. Mr Kelly has produced a
very useful 2nd volume and the writer
looks forward to the remaining three
to come. One minor comment concerns
the binding, the research published
F P
deserves better.
A member in DENMARK wishes to corre-

spond with members who collect prephilatelic treaties 1828-45 between
Switzerland & France - write to Mr
P Olsen, c/o the Hon. Secretary.
YOUR VOTES PLEASE for the Chris Rauch
Literature Award to the Hon. Secretary
as soon as possible, do it NOW!
Kdnnen Sie folgendes lesen?
Sind Sie bereit kurze Texte -300/
500 Worte- aus dem Deutschen ins
Englische zu abersetzen um neue
Forschingsarbeit zu förden und auch
zweideutige Texte die in Katalogen
erscheinen? G W Hubbard, Sekretar.
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ARMSTRONG

J - Two smaller sections come under this

letter.
The first stamps to be used on the
railways were for the Jura Industrial
Railway in 1874, probably for admin-

istrative purposes, followed in 1884
by the Tramelan-Tavannes Railway.
The Federal Railway adopted a similar method in 1913 which was in use
over a wide area and lasted until 1960.
Still to be found on railway documents.
JUBILEE CANCELS - You may see reference
to these and wonder about them. In
recent years many places have commemorated their foundation by means of
special pictorial cancels which include
the date.
Unlike the more popular I K 1 cancels
they are not listed under this subject
but form a separate group, mainly

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

because the period of their use is
usually limited to one year. At the
end of this period the special date is
erased and the cancel then becomes a
normal publicity cancel.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

E J R

ZUMSTEIN-PEN KATALOG 1988

?:**: . •

:
:: :.
•
of the Swiss Special & Mobile PO Cancels
*75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
Spiral bound
Sfr 47(German, French, Italian, English)
in 4-ring binder
60NEW * price by each illustrated cancel for postage extra
8.50
easy reference
* for thematic cllectors a clearly arranged
005
summary of individual cancellations. More
S ,001
than 65 different themes
k
V.%038
stoo xr,
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp; World
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; BIE Conferaences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London 'I T C2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.

Propr. Hertsch

Co., PO Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN
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HUNT FOR THE ONE CENTIME

dues has always been an elusive
The lc value of any country's postage
rs you find are philatelic and
value to find properly used. Most cove
century. I have treated this
especially during the early part of this
spur some members to join the hunt
as a light-hearted article which may
for the one centime.
1 894 printed card from
St. Antoni-Ueberstorf
'YVA
showing the make up of
- - r‘cN
„,
the 3c postage due with
2
a single lc and a single
2c.
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1 895 letter from Lugano
to Luzern noted for lc
postage due by the manuscript 1 in blue crayon.
The single lc used and
collected.
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A study of the catalogue shows fifteen lc postage dues were printed,
sixteen if you include the 1916 provisional surcharge 10c on lc, which
is another elusive value to find used correctly. The illustrations here
show the lc used singly and in multiples; to date I have not found any
examples of the 1910 Cross and Jungfrau lc value used singly.
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1 897 - This cover, posted locally at Wil, St. Gallen,
might be philatelic. There are the remains of a partlyremoved 2c cross of the Federation stamp under the top
right-hand dues ' . The cover is noted for 10c postage
due and ten lc values_havs been used to collect it.

1897 cover from Bury St. Edmunds
to Bevaix noted for tax with the
London boxed T. Converted at
Bevaix to 10c and a block of ten
lc values used to collect it.
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To be concluded.
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by Gene Kelly

BLANK FORM PRICE TAGS

ght
ich most blank forms had to be bou
p
According to the laws in Kanton Zdr
by the Kantonal rinters with the
from the Kanton, and were produced
Hand lettered forms had a price tag
m.
the
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d
nte
pri
y
ead
alr
tag
ce
Pri
a
corner, and blank forms printed by
impressed in the upper right-hand
applied with a rubber stamp, many
private printer had the price tag
es are known in black.
with violet ink, but a few exampl
d
is usually in the upper right-han
On A4 and 15 size forms the price
14i
to 9- inches wide by 131- to
corner. On "filo" size documents (8i
is
before they are filed) the price
inches long, they have to be folded
se
The
.
document after it is folded
usually found on the outside of the
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ce tags from A4 and A5 size docume
illustrations are of blank fo.vm pri
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contract of 1901 had the
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PAIRS 1/0"1"11 WITIFI-SRACIE
SUPERB MINT:

Si

...

S2
...
53
...
S4
...
S5
...
S6
...
S 711 ...
S 7111...
S8
...
S9
...
Sll
S12
...
S13
...
S14
...
515
...
S16
...
S17
...
S18
...
520
...
S22
...
S23
...
S26
...
S27
...
S28
...
S29
...
S30
...
S31
...
S32
...

INLAND COLLECTORS PLEASE ADD
15% VAT TO ALL PRICES

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• - •

• • •

• . •

•
•
•
•
.

• • •
• • •

•
•
•
•
.

•
•
•
•
.

• • •
• • •
• • •

• • •
• • •

• • .

• • •

• . .

• • •

. . .

• • •

. • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

. . .

• • •

• • •

• • •

. . .

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• . .

• • •

• • •

. . .

• • .

• • •

• • .

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

E 220.00
E
4.00
E
20.00
E 45.00
E
8.50
E
8.50
E 300.00
E 52.50
E 20.00
E 30.00
1 6.00
E
E 90.00
E 52.50
E
5.00
E
1 0.00
9.00
E
E
3.60
E
9.00
E
9.00
E 1 60.00
E 1 50.00
E 36.00
E
5.00
E 220.00
£1300.00
E
13.00
E
5.00
E 220.00

S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
539
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S4 7y
S48y
S49Ay
S47z
S48z
S49Az
S50y
551 Ay
S5 2y
S50z
S51Az
S52z
S53-0
S56-0

• • •
• • •
• • •
. . .
• • •

• • •

. . .

E

• • •

• . •

• • •

• . .

• • •

• • •

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

• - •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • .

• • •

• • •

• • .

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• . .

• • •
• • •

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
-

•
•
•
•
•

• • •

f
E

• • •

• • •

f

• • •

• . .

• • •

• • •

£
£

• • •

f

• • •

• • •

• • •

• . .

•
•
•
.

• • •

• • •

. . .

• • •

£
£
£
£

• . •

. . .

f

• • •

• • •

• • •

• - .

• • •

. . .
. . •

• • •

. . .

• . .

. . .

• • •

• • •

. . .

£
£
£
£
£

•
•
.

•
•
•
.

• • •
• • •

• • ,
• • •

• • .

f
£

. . .
• • •

25.00
22.50
22.50
3.50
5.00
1 0.00
37.50
37.50

37.50
37.50
4.00
4.00
4.50
8.00
2.50
2.50
17.50
1.60
1.40
16.00
0.60
1.00
1.20
0.65
1.35
3.00
475.00
475.00

KOCHER STAMPS
2 Centimes: Nos. la,b,c & d complete set (including the outstandingly
rare Ib) superb mint.
...
£1900.00
5 Centimes: No. ha fine mint.
£ 40.00
No. rIb unmounted mint. ....
£ 50.00
No. IIc unmounted mint. ...
50.00
...
E 20.00
No. lid unused.
No. lid horizontal pair, misplaced print on one stamp,
£ 100.00
superb used.
1 0 Centimes: No. IIIa, slight gum disturbances, mint (Cat. £175). Only f 85.00
£ 175.00
No. IIIb superb mint
Only £ 100.00
No. IIId (Cat. £240.00), slight crease, mint

BUNDESFEIER (NATIONAL FESTIVAL) CARDS
FINE SELECTION NOW AVAILABLE INCLUDING THE RARELY SEEN CARDS OF 1938 to 1960.
PLEASE ASK FOR APPROVALS

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot.
-

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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from G W Hubbard

ANOTHER UNUSUAL COVER

bearing a Pro
This cover was posted in Steckborn on May 26th 1970,
nces
Patria stam which was not valid until the 29th of May. Insta
are available from
such as this could occur quite often since issues
that the stamp
the PTT about a week before validity. It will be noted
as a Due and canwas 'circled' and the current definitive was used
sure that the
celled with the large open 'T' of Baden. Then to make
Post Office in Baden
Charity stamp was not used for postage again, the
cancelled it on June 2nd 1970!
------p
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YOUR EXCHANGE PACKET

stockbook is
The chance to clear some of the duplicates from your
red for the new
now. Booklets of stamps, and older covers, are requi
by this bad weather to make up
season. Take the op ortunity provided
en £3 and £20 per
some booklets, especially of low value stamps betwe
d we shall all be
booklet. Once the sun shines and dries out the groun
t Secretary before
out there digging! Send your booklets to the Packe
August.
the end of June. The first packets will go out in
p

NEW CANCELS FROM THE PTT THIS MONTH
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Report of the London meeting held on 9th March 1988
Airmails was the subject for an all members display that started with
Mr B Hoddinott showing First Flights, Special Flights and Censored
Flights. Great interest was shown in a cover of 1942 that went by train
through Vichy France to Lisbon, then via BOAC to Bristol.
Mr V J Mitchell showed some early flights with vignettes together with
some early balloon flights. Mrs C Scholey followed with mainly commercial
flight mail, with the emphasis on airmail labels and registration marks
from the airfields.
Mr A Newall finished the evening by filling in what the others did not
show. Basically the 1923 series used, mint and on cover, with a specialized display of the Icarus issue. However, by far the most important item
on display was the 35c Pilot Head Proof used on cover - the only one
known to exist.
Mr C Mistely gave the vote of thanks explaining that every aspect of
Airmail material had been shown and praise must be heaped on the people
who do the research to pass on to others.
(Please let the Editor have your research for publication!)
Northern Group Report
On March 5th Northern Group members were entertained by a talk and
display on the Railways of the Jungfrau Region by Mr R A Hoyle. In his
talk he described the journey he made from Interlaken to the Jungfraujoch on August 1st last year, the occasion of the 75th anniversary of
the Jungfrau Railway.
His display included many new and old postcards, cancellations and
photographs taken of the railway on August 1st, and also many of the new
tourist complex 'Top of Europe' at the Jungfraujoch.
RAH
Sussex Group Report
A disappointing attendance of only seven members at the February meeting of the Sussex Group causes some concern. Unless things improve it
may become too difficult and uneconomic to arrange future meetings.
The final meeting until the autumn will be on Saturday April 23rd
at 3 p.m. in the Church Parlour of All Saints Church, Patcham, Brighton.
EJR
DON'T FORGET - Annual Cup Competition on April 13th, all members!
On May 5th a team of members will be showing to the Hastings Philatelic
Society, if you live in the area turn up and support them and also see
things you might not see otherwise.
May 11th at the Victory Club it is 'Odds & Ends', members queries and
new acquisitions. Come and make the most of your chance to show.
Anyone interested in Swiss Railways may like to know that there is a
'Swiss Railways Society' in GB. Details from the Secretary: J Jesson,
27 Cambell Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 25Q.
A member asks what those little five-pointed stars are that appear on
some postmarks - have they any special significance? Comments to the
Editor for passing on to the member.
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DID YOU KNOW?
- that it has taken 70
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years for
a philatelist, a Herr "St in W",
as one says in Switzerland, to
discover a new stamp variant.
Max Hertsch in the March issue
of the BBZ re orts at length on
this important new find. In Oct.
re
PTT Gazette (and in the HNL). the
1918 25c stamps were on sale at
are also two places having 'Leibthe Langnau (Bern) PO with light
kronen', i.e., their town die is
green toning instead of light
a
actually used in the machine of
blue! Probably caused by a sheet
ger, place. Usually for
of a previous printing of the 30c nearby, lar
,
the floods of tourists' postcards
50c or Fr.1.- value, having the
l.
sometimes for business mail as wel
first sheet of a run for the 25c
itvis
I
- that Charles LaBlonde and
being printed with the uncleaned
ed the PTT Museum in February and
colour roller of a previous run
t
found, among many other items, tha
of either the 30c, 50c or Fr.1
ed.
some new publications had appear
value which used light-green
old
A new set of postcards, 12
toning. Only four such errors
and
posters showing postal coaches,
have been found so far. The LH
in
a colourful 62 page brochure,
illustration shows the block
.
German, on the old posts of Luzern
used for the dark blue of the
rd
M Rutherfoo
picture, the RH that of the light
blue toning; Z No.109 of 1908.
- that Ernst Mailer (founder of
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to the City of Bas
to get to the London or Leeds mee
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reconstruction of all 1040
ings, and some have never been to
hoped
of all the printing plates of
specialist Swiss display, it is
or
the Rayon II.
to arrange a one-day seminar in
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men
- that the 3rd Supple
around April 1989 on a Sat
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Pic
al
Loc
of
SVP Handbook
The first is proposed inthe Bri
of
Datestamps (K--cancels) is now
Bath area, within easy distance
from
available. In German & French,
the motorway, to enable members
th
17 double-sided pages with clear
the Midlands, London and the Sou
illustrations of all 224 cancels
West to attend. We are hoping for
h
88.
of
of 1985 to 1987, inc.a few
two or three speakers of very hig
your
About 1,7 from Vera Trinder, or
calibre, but to do this we need
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via the Secretary.
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- that by coincidence the SMV
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via the Editor.
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the 3rd bookle
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to cover, in German, a descripti
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of the places shown on each KThe Swiss PTT are prepared to sen
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cancel. This is No. 23 and costs
all members the new issues news
The
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- that of the 800-odd places
PTT
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are taking a new pos
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will be able to incorporate the
Let
addition to their ordinary date- of members in their computer.
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Commemorative
cancellations have been used for a
very long time, but in May 1942 the PTT
began to pursue a new idea; the use of
lar e pictorial cancels to promote tourism,
which in due course becnme known as 'K'
cancels.
The first designs were quite
simple but it did not take long to realise
the possibilities and now many are
miniature works of art.
CAIICELLATIONS.

From 1942 to August 1964 the cancels
bore the normal town or village names, but
with the introduction of numbered post
codin g in 1964 the majority were re—issued
to include these and both versions should
be collected.
Also in the course of time
some designs have been changed and the
scope has widened.
Fot the thematic collector they can
be of great interest as they can draw
attention not only to historical events
but also illustrate many subjects such as
castles, churches, monuments etc., the
list is endless and if linked to stamp
issues can add variety to a page.
E J R

ZUMSTEIN-PEN KATALOG 1988
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able •to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

445 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

,.

•

1

of the Swiss Special & Mobile PO Cancels
* 75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
Spiral bound
Sfr 47(German, French, Italian, English)
60in 4-ring binder
8.50
NEW * price by each illustrated cancel for postage extra
easy reference
* for thematic collectors a clearly arranged
-00
summary of individun1 cancellations. More
than 65 different themes
V
540_,000,
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp; World
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; BIE Conferences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London WC2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.
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Propr. Hertsch + Co., PO Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN
Do you know our monthly magazine the 'Berner Briefmarken-Zeitungs?
We will be pleased to send you a specimen copy free of charge.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed oy RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB
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of the Bern D 3 handstamp as seen
Can any help be given in the usage
,
on these three E Ls?
inkler it was in use from 1842'
of
n
sio
ver
nch
Fre
A.ccording to the
ised German version). Paul
1 50 (figure 279; figure 449 in the rev
aus der Bernischen Postgeschichte'
Heinegerin his book 'Streiflichter
1842-52 and again figure 202, no
shows it twice - figure 61, in use
amp is 17 Mars 60. Winkler's book
dates, but the date on the handst
0ts for the discrepancy between 185
only goes up to 1850 which accoun
is 1853.
52, although on letter No. 3 it
ex 1987 when a foreign gentleman
I bought letter No. 1 at BPE/Stamp
only get that with that" pointing
on my left said "That is good, you
and the franco. Unfortunately I
in the direction of the date stamp
more,
right, when I turned back to ask
was interrupted by someone on my
the
ed
way, being curious, I acquir
the foreign gentleman had gone. Any
ce,
interests, whom I met there and sin
letter. Various people, with Swiss
have not been able to help.
ourg, in one of the exhibits, I saw
Later, at an exhibition in Strasb
te
Authorities of Bern to their opposi
another example, from the Police
circle.
20 Nov. MS Franco with
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No. 2 I found in a dealers stock in Paris, and No. 3 came from a
small dealer at the Camberley 3 Counties Stamp Day.
Letter No. 1 is actually written at Lindau, so presumably it was
carried personally and put in the ost in Bern for on the reverse i t
shows 2 kr. paid - local rate, MS franco.
Letter No. 2 has
in circle confirming the MS franco, and A.E.D.
as well. 26 has been paid, on the reverse.
Letter No. 3 has PD confirming the MS franca, and also the London
Paid arrival. On the reverse 65 paid.
The french version of Vinkler, on - a e 64. has:
p

p

g

le timbre-a date du Bureau de distribution
des lettres (< BERN BR. + DB.»). Comme
ledit cachet est é galement frappe' au
recto d'envois contre remboursement (par
exemple en 1848), les lettres D B p ourraient aussi faire allusion au Bureau de
distribution des charges (« Charges-DistributionsbureauD). La question n'est pas tout
a fait claire.
•

tin autre timbre a date de Berne, utilisé
de 1842 a 1854, porte dans le bas les initiales D B, séparées par un cor postal. Ces
initiales signifient vraisemblablement «Distributions Bureau. Nous avons vu cette
estampille au recto d'une lettre ordinaire
affranchie du 4 janvier 1844. On retrouve
d'ailleurs les mêmes initiales en 1876, dans

My German is hopeless, but as far as I can tell, and assisted by others,

a similar paragraph is not in the revised German edition.
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I have now found
that Mrs Wiltshire
has two examples
among her Bern
cancellations, one
is on an internal
Swiss letter, and
the other to Manchester. She too
would like more
information.

.
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FIVE-POINTED STARS - the request by a member last month has so far
pointed stars which were first mentioned in
only produced these sixthe DYK column in January 1987; they indicate discount bulk mailings.
The first shows the four language design for the covers to be used on
30th May. The second is from a printed envelope from Zürich. The stars
with five points about which the member was enquiring are those shown
in the Steckborn cancel (page 29, last month). Are these just to fill
up the space or do they have some hidden meaning? If you know then
please let the editor know and he can publish it for all members to
broaden their knowledge.
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d'abbona.inento...
La Direzione in Lugano ,
gli Uffici postali svizzen
Prezzodelle
inserzioni cent. 40 la lines. Invio: alla Direzione
in Lugano; all Ufficio di
Annunci di D.•Mondo a
Torino; Au Bureau d Annonces- Haasenstein et Vogler a Basilea , Franco.
torte, Amburgo,
Vienna
Berlino, ed -alla Cormspondance ilavas,.Laffitte, Bunter a Partgt.

WE HAVE JUST BOUGHT 4 OF THE RARE GAllETTA TICINESE
NEWSPAPER FRANKED WITH SITTING HELVETIA No. 29. WE HAVE
OFTEN HAD TO TURN DOWN ORDERS FOR THIS ITEM BECAUSE OF
THE DIFFICULTY IN ACQUIRING IT. TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY
TO ADD ONE TO YOUR COLLECTION. PRICES RANGE FROM £135 E200 (PLUS VAT).
APPROVALS OR PHOTOCOPIES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

********************************************************

"STOP PRESS

WE HAVE RECENTLY PURCHASED AN EXCELLENT STOCK OF HOTEL
POST MATERIAL, INCLUDING MULTIPLES. A SHORTAGE OF TIME
DOES NOT PERMIT US LISTING AT PRESENT. PLEASE ASK FOR
APPROVALS

PRICES RANGE FROM £12.50 TO SEVERAL HUNDRED

POUNDS.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd
The

Swiss

1

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

LX/X

Telephone: 01-348 0296

PRO PATRIA
Particulars
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Paper
Size 28 x 33.4 mm
white. fluorescent
Designers
Eugen and Max Lenz. Zurich Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps
Printing
margin
Sheet
Rotogravure:
Designation of issue.
Courvoisier SA.
statements of value
La Chaux-de-Fonds
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700 YEARS OF ART AND CULTURE

"700 Years of Art and Culture" is the theme of the
new four-year series starting in 1988 and ending
tntici3intker
with the Swiss Confederation's Jubilee in 1991.
The first set features Svviss rninnesingers. The
to the National Day collection in aid
stamps are subject to a surcharge, of which 90 percent goes
be spent on special cultural or social
will
percent
10
g
remainin
The
tions.
of various cultural organiza
work of national importance.

ti1

special attention as the link between
Count Rudolf of Neuchatel Count Rudolf of Neuchatel deserves
Living on the French/German language
the art of the troubadours and the early German minnesong.
of the late 12th century, thereby achieving
border, he made use of the rules and ideas of Provencal poetry
to 1196) or Rudolf I of the Neuchatel-Nidau
great success. Whether he was Count Rudolf II (attested 1182
li ne (died 1258) has not yet been clarified beyond doubt.
on a bench throne, obviously working
Clothed in the domestic robes of the aristocrat, the singer is seated
and with the fingers of his right hand
t
parchmen
of
strip
blank
a
holds
he
hand
left
his
on a composition. In
feet.
he seems to be counting the metrical
(Or two pallets Gules charged with three
Surrounded by luxuriant rose bush tendrils, the coat of arms
Counts of Neuchatel.
chevronels Argent) shows an earlier form of the arms of the
family of estate officials, the Lords or Bailiffs
Rudolf von Rotenburg Rudolf von Rotenburg came of a
in possession of the mighty castle and
of Rotenburg, who as 4- epresentatives of the Habsburgs were
stronghold as a potential threat and
this
regarded
Lucerne
of
ts
inhabitan
The
he.
Lucer
borough outside
one of the causes of the Sempach
was
Austrians
the
of
on
provocati
This
1385.
of
destroyed it in the winter
Attached to the saddle of his
depart.
to
about
portrayed
is
knight
the
War (1386). - Girded with a sword,
(Or. a castle twin-towered and embattled
black are his bannered lance and shield depicting his arms
a splendid garland, as worn by young lords
Gules). As a parting gesture the minstrel receives from his lady
the castle battlements, thus expressing
and ladies to keep their hair neat and tidy. She leans far out over
her ardent affection.
burgher of Zurich and documented as such in
Master Johannes Hadlaub MasterJohannes Hadlaub,
volume of song manuscripts. He is also
1302, is one of the very low commoners included in the iVlanesse
songs.
the only one given two illustrations showing scenes from his
poet is allowed, on the intercession of
The upper picture shows the episode in which the hitherto unheard
But as he will not let go of the hand profaffection.
his
of
object
the
approach
to
n,
gentleme
ing
high-rank
administers the bite on her behalf.
fered to him, the lady bites his. In the picture it is a dog who
a squirrel rampant Sable), we see the
(Argent
arms
of
coat
s
Hadlaub'
showing
In the lower illustration.
way to matins and, not daring to speak
her
on
lady
the
es
approach
he
dawn
poet disguised as a pilgrim. At
to her, attaches his love letter to her cloak with a fishhook.
von Hardegg) was not, at first, included among
The Hardegger "The Hardegger" (probably Heinrich
miniature (per fess Sable and Gules with
Switzerland's minnesingers. However, as the coat of arms on this
one Hans von Hardegg, it can now be said
a less Argent) corresponds exactly to that on the 1388 seal of
St Gallen's family of estate officials hailing
with certainty that (The Hardegger) did belong to the Abbot of
valley.
Rhine
lower
from the
hands in front of two stylishly arrayed
The minstrel, who lived in the mid-13th century, stands with folded
ing expert opinions on a song which
gentlemen with fashionable headgear. They seem to be exchang
Hardegger has just sung, while he listens to them patiently.

EUROPA CEPT
Size 26 x 36 m rn
Designer
Stephan Bundi. Berne

Particulars

Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA.
La Chaux-de-Fonds

z
Paper
white, fluorescent
Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps
Sheet margin
. Designation of issue.
statements ' of value
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The European Conference of Postal and TelecommuniMeans of Transport and Communication
to devote the 1988 Europa stamps to the common
members
its
invited
has
cations Administrations (CEPT)
nd's two values feature symbolic designs by
Switzerla
ication".
theme "Means of Transport and Commun
the Berne graphic artist Stephan Bundi.
symbolizes physical transmission of objects. The arrows
50 c. The map of Europe in "natural colours"
nt and transport while the green routes suggest environmoveme
indicate
directions
different
in
pointing
ces.
mentally acceptable conveyan
s.
colours" symbolizes the non-physical transmission of message
90 c. The map of Europe in "unnatural
modern electronic communication as
The computer circuit diagram with the green connections shows
environmentally compatible.

PTT
CIP

la

Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle Servizio filatelico
Philatelic office
Service philatélique
CH-3030 BERN
Telefon 031 -62 27 28
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Rebort of the London meeting held on 13th April 1988
The Helvetia Silver Cup Competition this year saw six entrants with
displays of: Booklet Stamps, Helvetia Issues, Provisional Issues,
Geneva Fiscals, Pro juventute Entires, and 7ewsbaper Wrappers.
he Moore Postal History Trophy attracted exhibits of: Mail by Special
Messen g ers - Telegraph Deliveries, Early Postal Markings of Switzerland,
and Postal Markings of Geneva.
As in the p ast the winners were judged by popular vote and the results
were:
Silver Cup 'Ifinner - Mr A Payne, with his Provisional Issues.
Runner up - Mr R F Bulstrode, with his Pro Juventute Entires.
Moore Trophy 'inner - Mrs E J Rawnsley, with her Early Swiss Markings.
Runner up - Mrs M 0 Bidmead, with her Postal Markings of Geneva.
The remainder of the evening was spent discussing the sort of programme
that members would like to see for the 1988/9 season. This year would
seem to be somewhat different in that no specific subject was requested,
speakers of known ability was the order of the day and your secretary
will endeavour to produce a suitable programme.
Apologies for absence were received from Mr C Mistely and Mr & Mrs
Salmen,
The Chris Rauch Literature Award was won by Mr R S Johnson for his
work on German Script, which is of great use to those members who are
turning to Postal History.
NEXT MEETING - May 11th at the Victory Club is 'Odds & Ends', members
queries and new acquisitions so come and show what you have.
Northern Group Annual General Meeting on March 26th 1988
At the Annual General Meeting the following members were elected as
Officers for 1988/9: Chairman Mr P Vaughan, Vice Chairman & YPA Delegate
Mr D Arthur, Chairman Elect Mr D Cairns, Treasurer Mr J A Eastwood,
Secretary, Librarian & Press Secretary Mr R A Hoyle.
The first meeting of the season will be on September 17th and details
will be published of the season's meetings nearer the time.
In the meantime the group are having a 'Swiss Stand' at the 42nd
Yorkshire Philatelic Convention at York on June 1 8th. It will be held at Tattersalls Stands at the Racecourse l ,York and is open from 10.00 a.m.
to 5.30 p.m. There will be about 30 dealers and society stands with
further displays by the York society. Refreshments and bar facilities.
Any member who would like to make the trip to York will be made most
welcome and an invitation is extended to meet members of the Northern
G r oup who will be at the stand throughout the day. Anyone wanting
further information should contact Mr R A Hoyle, 8 Rhodesia Avenue,
Stafford Road, Halifax HX3 OPB.
LITERATURE - The lead article in the editorial of the SBZ this month
draws readers attention yet again to the importance of literature in
the building of a collection. Much of the literature on Swiss philately
is supported by the Fund for the Encouragement of Philately, for which
we should be grateful. Many of these books are available from the
society library and even through your local lending library. If you
are visiting Switzerland you would enjoy a visit to the PTT Museum and
Library where there are many interesting displays.
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J.•S. ARMSTRONG

OF TiliIss PHILATELY
LAKE STEAMER CANCELS -With so many lakes

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

in Switzerland it is not surprising that
they have been extensively used for the

transmission of mail as well as pargo and
passengers. From early times it was a far
safer method of transport than the roads.
It is true that the earliest records on
some Lakes are scanty and early examples

hard to find.
The lakes of Brienz and Thun operated a
summer service from around 1828, while on
Lake Maggiore it was long in use, provithing easier transport to 3witzerland and
even to France.
Probably Lake Lucern is the best known
and has served both inhabitants and the
tourist industry for many decades.

Mail carried on Lake Constance (Bodensee) is more complicated since at first
five countries were involved: Germany,
Bavaria and Wurtemberg - until the two
latter were absorbed into the German
Empire - Austria and Switzerland. The
use of mixed frankings became too popular
and were stopped. Can form an extensive
collection.
E J R

ZUMSTEIN-PEN KATALOG 1988

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD.
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

:
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of the Swiss Special & Mobile P0 Cancels
'
..
*75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
Spiral bound
Sfr 47(German, French, Italian, English)
60in 4-ring binder
postage
extra
8.50
NEW * rice b each illustrated cancel for
easy reference
* for thematic collectors a clearly arranged
* AcW
summary of individual cancellations. More
V91 9;
than 65 different themes
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp World
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; DIE Conferences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London WC2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.
p

y

-

Propr. Hertsch + Co., PO Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN
Do you know our monthly magazine the 'Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung'?
We will be pleased to send you a specimen copy free of charge.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain

UDC 656.835(494)
ISSN 0951-0001
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.2 he letters SSR stand for Stahlsich Rotations Presse meaning steel engraved rotary press. This method of printing represented a departure
from the old copper plate method previously used in the Federal Typographical Works.
The earlier 1934 Landscape designs by Eugen Jordi provided the basis for
the new series. Karl Bickel was engaged by the Swiss PTT and by examining
his work for the 1932 St. Gotthard issue and some of the Pro Juventute
stamps it is easy to understand why he was chosen. Bickel was an engraver
of superb skill and he brought to the subject of the Landscapes a freshness that delights the eye. The essays present a splendid opportunity to
watch him develop the ideas up to the finished stamp.
Z.201 VALLEY OF LAUTERBRUNNEN

3 Centimes

Olive
Compare the treatment of the
skyline on the essay to the
issued stamp. Alterations were
made to the lower foreground
by adding a church and cow hut.
The rock formation on both sides
was strengthened to provide more
feeling of perspective.
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Z.202 Mt. PILATUS

5 Centimes Green
Of particular interest is the way that the
engraver chose to experiment with the position
of the value figure. Obviously it was this
stamp that Provided the answer to the question
for all values. Placing it at the base allows
the eye to focus upon the whole scene. Bickel
chose to reduce the number of trees in the
foreground to one. Note too the introduction
of a steamer.

To be continued.
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forth, writing
Hastings and East Sussex Philatelic Society - Mr A Balm
report of the displays given
from Tunbridge Wells sends the following
our society to the H&ESPS.
by Mr G E Wileman and himself on behalf of
t and Secretary of the host
"We were cordially received by the Presiden
room and about 25 other members
society in their very comfortable meeting
h I had entitled 'Swiss Dewere present. I gave the first display whic
owed a virtually complete
finitives - the first 100 years'. There foll
and Post-Locale to the landshowing of the issues from the Orts-Post
ur, control- and
scapes of 1949, noting the frequent changes of colo
found. Examples were also
water-marks, paper and perforations to be
booklets, together with bookshown of the specially-printed sheets for
s resulting therefrom.
let panes, the se tenant and tete-beche pair
gave a very detailed display of
',. fter a break for coffee Mr Wileman
gv
'cancellations, illustrating the
'T' marks, the 'Ungaltig' and 'Annul
h had been provided directly
many different types in use, some of whic
reply coupon. He also showed
by the PTT in return for an international
mark as used, in particular,
examples of the 'Affranchisement au Verso'
f displays of Miniature
on picture postcards. He concluded with brie
Patria issues, pointing
Sheets, Trial Prints, Fro Juventute and Pro
er were a fruitful source of
out to non-Swiss collectors that the latt
that f011owed the speaker
thematic material. In the vote of thanks
and was such a popular
remarked that he now understood why Switzerl
country with stRmp collectors!"
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PTT new
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in June
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covers by bringing them
Are we irreversibly DAMAGING OUR STAMPS and
Steve Weston, Editor of
into contact with modern day substances asks
says, and most of us are
Tell in the latest issue? Yes we are, he
lowly wooden pencil. All
unaware of the damage we cause. Take the
s were composed of clay and
pencils were equal at one time; their lead
er on a stamp or cover it
carbon. When we pencilled a catalogue numb
ed. Modern pencils are mechdid little damage and could be cleanly eras
osed of plastic binders
anical affairs using thin 0.5mm 'leads' comp
ure and those thin leads
and plastic carbon. I can't get a clean eras
leave a permanent track.
tape, sulphite papers,
Add ballpoint pens, vinyl sheet protectors,
substances. And don't forget
and poly sleeves to the list of damaging
a cover using your justto pre-tone the stamp you are applying to
that stamp you are mounting
sipped-coffee tongue. Add a fingerprint to
Don't forget forget the cake
by touching your nose and then the stamp.
crumbs and icing ....
Tell Vol.XIV, No.3, p85.
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TO ALL OUR INLAND CLIENTS

May 24th, 1988.

SENSATIONAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
As from today, ON A PURELY TEMPORARY BASIS, but until further notice

P.4. 7.1/
will be payable on purchases from us. This important step requires explanat
ion
as we would like our inland clients to know exactly why, FOR THE TIME BEING,
we
are making this concession (obviously we have to pay the VAT to the governme
nt
but you do not pay it to us):
It is no longer news that the $ has weakened drastically against the f
and as a
very large part of our sales are to the $ area we had to cushion the exchange
rate shock by allowing a fixed rate of El = $1.60 on most purchases made
from us
(subject to certain conditions). As the $ exchange rate hovers between
$1.85
and $1.90 this represents a discount to our American clients of approxim
ately
15%. We feel it is only fair that our inland clients should also benefit.
An important point we must make is that this is not a concession we are
going to
offer indefinitely. However, you will be informed of any change, giving
at least
1 4 days notice before we resume charging VAT again.
We trust you will not let this opportunity pass without making use of
it. The
four reasonable conditions listed below, which apply to our American clients,
must also apply to our inland clients.
(1)

It can only apply to items in stock (if we have to obtain something speciall
y
for you our profit margin would be insufficient to allow the discount).

(2)

Because of the uncertainty of the situation, credit must be limited to
30
days, but credit cards can be used.

(3)

Orders or Approval purchases must be over £25.

(4)

It cannot a ly to currently outstanding balances.

Yours s' ce.aely,

H.L:—KATCHER
Managing Director

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot.

The Swiss Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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ITS 50th ANNIVERSARY
HELVETIA'S CONVENTION AT SEPAD WILL MARK
ety will celebrate the 50th
The American Helvetia Philatelic Soci
inal US organisation for colanniversary of the founding of the orig
its national convention at SEFAD
lectors of Switzerland when it holds
to 23rd, 1988.
in King of Prussia, PA, October 21st
ur Mrs Sophie Buser, the
At a special luncheon Helvetia will hono
organised Helvetia in Philaonly living founder among the nine who
of the original society in 1951delphia in 1938. President and editor
the current society.
52, she is still an active member of
reorganisation in 1975 will also
Helvetia's 10th Convention since its
competing for the society's
include Swiss and Liechtenstein exhibits
surveying Swiss stamps and Postal
grand award, a public slide programme
ed cover commemorating 50 years
History, a special cacheted and postmark
United States, and a society booth
of organised Swiss collecting in the
nal 'Tell' and membership
to distribute Helvetia's bimonthly jour
information.
ican Philatelic Society, is a
Helvetia is Affiliate No. 52 of the Amer
ic Societies, and maintains close
member of the Union of Swiss Philatel
Society of Great Britain. Its
relations with the Helvetia Philatelic
United States, also live in Canada,
nearly 500 members, primarily in the
England and Switzerland.
the secretary, Richard T Hall
Membership information is available from
USA.
PO Box 666, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266,
ing from West Sussex with regard
FIVE-POINTED STARS - Mr J Holman writ
s with five points in postmarks,
to the query as to the purpose of star
owing statement in his series of
says that Dr Felix Ganz made the foll
in 1971, entitled "20th Century
articles published in the Newsletter
and":
Circular Town Cancellations of Switzerl
of the town's name, one to three
"Decorations: Depending on the length
as part of the eds. They have
stars, of five points each, are featured
nce the canceller better, both
no particular meaning, except to bala
aesthetically and weightwise."
a good nucleus of members who never
Sussex Group Meetings - We have
friends from Hamp-

uraged to have
fail, and, in fact, we have been enco
from Seaford, we seldom have anyshire and even Dorset as well. Apart
the Surrey border, however.
one from further east, nor from over
le of the county's coastline,
Brighton is quite accesible, in the midd
h members are invited to contriband we do always lay on a tea, to whic
it helps if two or more can
ute a small cake offering. We find that
the contingent from Bognor. We are
arrange to travel together - as does
-9 session, of which the first
aiming to have four meetings in the 1988
B S Clapshoe completing his disis billed to be in two parts, with Mr
with All-Members Contribution
play of Straight-line markings, combined
J R Harben
to Odds & Ends, Finds and Queries.
nues are fast becoming a colREVENUES - It would seem that Swiss Reve
er Gene Kelly's catalogue was in
lectible item again. Volume 2 of memb
rature Fair in April, and has also
the Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Lite
inki in June, congratulations.
been accepted for Finlandia 88 in Hels
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Report of the London meeting held on 11th May 1988
The final meeting of the season was the ever popular 'Odds & Ends' and,
as usual, brought out many fine examples falling into the category of
either a query or an oddity.
Mr R S Johnson started off with a postcard marked "Imprime", posted
from Chiasso to UK but with a Swiss 5c stamp and an Italian 5 centissimi
both of 1911 vintage; the natural question was why, and was unanswered.
Mr Redmill showed what seemed at first to be a straightforward Airmail
cover - but all the stamps had 'squares' of blue crayon around the perfs;
another query unanswered. Mr A Payne produced four replies to his query
as published in the March newsletter - the results will be sent to the
editor for publication. Mr R F Bulstrode showed, among other items, a
PJ cover to Austria with a label attached stating "Must be shown to the
Customs". The two questions were, who made the label, and why? An interesting cover of the 1988 Pro Aero showed two first day cancels - one
bilingual and the other trilingual!
Mrs M 0 Bidmead showed some very interesting Postal History items. A
batch of early 19th century covers with "SS" marks - answers required
please, they only seem to have been used from 1817 to 1819. Help was
also needed on postal rates from USA to Switzerland in the 19th century,
USA members please! Mr A Balmforth displayed Nachnahme covers showing
the different rates of commission, but pointed out that not all covers
have 'Nachnahmen' cancellations. Mr Kuriger showed some Fiscals and
Advertising labels that he had found when sorting through his Grandfather's odds and ends. Mrs E J Rawnsley showed "Festival" cards, some
printed by the PTT and some under query (but PTT approved), these were
for Shooting Festivals and the Festival to mark the end of winter.
Mr D Slate showed a collection of covers he had posted to himself to
acquire 'T' cancels; these were all cancelled in purple at the delivery
office (Witznau), some 'T' in circle and some T with fraction bar.
Finally Mr F Pickard put up a collection of covers showing the "PP" and
star cancellations used only on internal "junk" mail. The stars are not
always to be found in the same position and it follows that most of
these covers are thrown away.
A most enjoyable evening was had by all who attended and Mr Pickard
wished it to be placed on record that members were pleased to see Mr R
Lee back after his recent stay in hospital.
G W H
Now please read the report again and if you have any answers to the
queries then please let the editor know for publication to help others.

HONORARY TREASURER and HONORARY LIBRARIAN
The present holders of these important posts have indicated their wish
to hand them over to others by the next AGM in November. Both Mrs E J
Rawnsley and Mr L E Stiles have given splendid service in these posts
and now is your chance to do the same for your Society.
From a membership of 300 or more members I do not expect there to
be difficulty in members coming forward. Do not leave it to somebody
else; if you think you can do the job then please write to the Honorary
Secretary in the first instance.
A report of the response to this appeal will be given in the next
Newsletter. As Chairman I trust you will put me in the position of
informing you the posts are filled.
F Pickard

•
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Did you know?

C.
S

E

4.6.209

EE 14 A C. 1-I 1.

' cHT
As

1.Juni 1988; 8000 Zurich 1 By
-that many are asking 'is an over1, 2. 3. .a
franked Last Day Cover worth as
ceiling machines are requested by
much as 29 000.- SFr?' Apparently
the PTT to supply onl y red ink with
yes, when it has a set of the UPU
fluorescent additive. Old ink can
1900 Anniversary stamps, all type
be used up, but the n ew type will
C, is registered and in auction
soon be compulsory.
at Rölli in Luzern.
Rutherfoord
ons
000t
-that the SBB has laid 60
of granite blocks between ErstA member has written from Ipswich
feld and Bodio to prevent the
to say he has a 2ic Tell Boy on
floods of 1987 being repeated.
buff paper (Z 169) overprinted for
-that this year the number of
the Societé des Nations and with a
pages in the weekly PTT Bulletin
cds of Lugano 1, 14th December 1928.
devoted to 'Situations Vacant'
He says he is informed that the
has risen to record levels.
cancellation is rare and can any
-that someone in the philatelic
member give an indication of its
column of the local Ztrich paper
value. In "Les timbres SDN et BIT"
has calculated that the ratio of
published in 1943 is given:
men to women on Swiss stamps has
'At Lugano from 10th to 15th Dec.
shown a steady trend toward unity
1928 a circular cachet "53e SESSION
lately, and more than other counD. CONS. D. S.d.N., LUGANO" was
tries, especially Austria which
applied to envelopes for collectors.
has an opposite tendency.
It was not considered by the PTT as
-that also in the same issue is
an official cachet; the stamps were
the suggestion that this year
cancelled with two different cds by
should be celebrated 50 years of
the post office of Lugano 1:
Swiss Publicity stamps, as the
"LUGANO 1" and "LUGANO LETTERE".'
first to appear for a forthcoming
event were those of 1938 for the
National Exhibition of 1939.
-that since the 15th of May a new
I. G. STAMPS
type of sorting system has been
operating in the Ztrich Main PO,
P 0 Box 27
for large covers only; I do not
Ottey
yet have full details. A number
West Yorkshire
of girls operate in parallel,
LS21 1JB
reading off the postcode, typing
ry,
it into the electronic memo
I wish to B U Y
then putting the cover on to a
conveyor belt. When it reaches
Large collections or single items
s
drop
it
slot
ate
the appropri
of quality.
into the bag for that place. No
Please contact me if you have
coding of the covers themselves
anything in SWISS philately to sell
is needed. Supplied by AEGTelefunken.
There will be no list during the
-that a new slogan running on a
summer but I look forward to
Zftrich cancelling machine has the
receiving your WANTS LISTS.
rman
s-Ge
Swis
the
Note
n.
show
text
"Fäscht" and not the German "Pest"
Ian Gilchrist
In any case they both mean "Festival", with fireworks from barges
on the lake.
—that all makers of private can-
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J. S. ARMSTRONG

A - Z OF SWISS STAMPS
ILITARY (SOLDIER) STAi.PS. Switzerland main
M tamed its neutrality during both World
Wars but the Army, based on the militia system
lost very many men while guarding the frontiers through illness or accidents.
In June 1915 Oberleutnant Fredk. 3iere, a
Bernese artist, designed the first 'Soldier
Stamp'to help raise funds for benefit purpcses.
The idea proved a success, famous
artists- and printers produced the stamps and
the PTT sanctioned their use on cards and
covers provided that military cancels were
used, thus giving them a certain official
status.
During World War II the same scheme was
speedily adopted; remaining stocks from the
earlier war were overprinted with new dates
until new ones could be obtained, while with
the modernisation of the Armed Forces over
the years many new sections were incorporated,
particularly for the Air Force and mechanised
sections. Many were issued in the form of
small miniature sheets and can form a most
interesting collection.
E.J.R.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

ZUMSTEIN-PEN KATALOG 1988

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

• ***:e.•
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of the Swiss Special & Mobile PO Cancels
* 75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
Sfr 47Spiral bound
(German, French, Italian, English)
60in 4-ring binder
8.50
NEW * price by each illustrated cancel for postage extra

easy reference
* for thematic collectors a clearly arranged
summary of individual cancellations. More
than 65 different themes
4.0,0910-t
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp; World
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; BIE Conferences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London WC2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.
Propr. Hertsch + Co., PO Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN
Do you know our monthly magazine the 'Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung'?
We will be pleased to send you a specimen copy free of charge.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
hIr RIDM

Fecanrnornnhinc MlinhoQ-17ar Lt7(i

OHiohrzstPr_ aR

UDC 656.835(494)
ISSN 0951-0001
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SWISS OFFICIAL OR SERVICE CANCELS

by Marc Guillon

s the following information is
In response to requests from member
tion as well as published sources.
offered, taken from my own collec
lations, 1969, shows as Group 2
The Large Handbook of Swiss Cancel
cles.
the form of one, two or three cir
a number of blind cancellations in
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st
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nnulation', were made of wood. Fir
These cancellations, called d'a
all
in use. They were used to cancel
used in the 1880s some are still
cancelled stamps coming from abroad
uncancelled stamps or indistinctly
e
se the way in which such stamps wer
rdi
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8
l wavy line cancellers. Since 194
treated the PTT introduced specia
these cancellers, made of metal
most principal PTT offices have had
tes:
s. PTT regulation 321, No 4454 sta
and more durable than previous one
cancel with their date stamp Swiss
"Forwarding or receiving offices
cancelled. Uncancelled stamps on
stamps which are not sufficiently
led with a wavy line canceller. If
letters from abroad shall be cancel
h
ll use another or cancel them wit
they do not have this then they sha
a pen."
celler, each with three wavy lines
There exist two types of this can
the
t common one is 16,5mm x 11,5mm;
but different dimensions. The mos
d
fin
to
mm. The difficult thing is
second and rarer one is 13mm x 9,5
as the wavy line can easily be
these cancellations on Swiss stamps
cancellation. In practice it is not
confused with a machine or parcel
is missing to find the stamp has
unusual if the wavy line canceller
ordinary date stamp.
been cancelled with the edge of an
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16 2/3 & 33 1/3 GOLD OEHTIMES TO PAY

July 1988

in the February newsletter

These comments have been received from David Dixey: I do not fully
agree with the remarks about 2nd World War phasing out. Ylanuscript gold
franc charge markings are found through the war and after; however some
underpaid covers were not always marked, and 'Taxe reclamee' handstamps
were used to collect under p ayments fron senders whose names were on the
letters. I have examples of Geneve and Zürich between 1941 and 1953.
UPU Conferences: the 30 gold centimes minimum, which ecuated to 25 Swc,
was_established_at the 1920 7adr i d Gonference- Ernst Jluri ( P BZ 5/5 '80)
says this minimum on foreign mail incoming was reduced to 20 Swc in mid
1924, although PTT documentation does not establish an exact date, and
was further reduced on 1 Oct 1925 to 10c, and on 1 Jan 1935 to Sc. (Note
these dates refer to incoming, whereas we are looking at outgoing 16 2/3
gold centimes. However, Swiss incoming changes were as a result of UPU
re g ulations and should therefore be kept in mind.)
Fractions do exist earlier, I have a 37- dated 6.V.24 but is the year
correct on the card in Fig 1? Could it be 1926? Also the P/S card is the
1925 issue (Z 94 II) although I do not know the exact date of issue.
However, the year is important due to the 1 Oct 1925 date mentioned
above. Stuart's cover is the earliest 16 2/3 I have seen whatever the
year is, but a check is required.
Figure 2 is a most interesting item as it is a correctly paid 10c
local letter within Zürich which was forwarded to France; it was therefore
underpaid 20c, but as it was not the fault of the sender the underpayment is only charged at the single rate with 20c Swiss to make up
the external letter rate of 30c. A most interesting item, but I feel it
needs to be explained more fully.
Figures 3 & 4 — why 33 1/3? This appears to break the postcard rules
and be liable to letter rate, to which the London FS has added the boxe-dcancel. It was paid at 20c, the correct postcard rate when at that date
it was liable to 30c, deficiency 10c which, doubled, I would have expected to be charged 16 2/3 gold centimes, yet was marked at twice the
amount. I am not sure what the UK conversion rate of gold centimes was
in 1925, but my 37i in 1924 was charged 2d. But E Keith Parker (Stamp
Col. p705 13 Apr 1976) indicates that id was the minimum charge until
1.10.25 in the UK. So I am not entirely certain how the London FS dealt
with what could well be an overcharge of PD; this is far from clear.
Figure 4 is a correctly paid 1st weight step foreign letter with what
looks like a 2 to the left of the slogan crown indicating a 2nd weight
step. As such it is underpaid 20c and liable to the equivalent of 40c
at the double rate = 33 1/3 gold centimes.
Figure 6 - the rate for this letter? It is paid at 40c, the 1st weight
step to Italy was 30c, the 2nd required a further 20c. I think this is
underpaid 10c, which when doubled gives 16 2/3 gold centimes to pay.
I have this circular I 16 2/3 on a letter from Saas-Fee to London on
28.12.35 paid at the domestic rate of 20c instead of the foreign rate
of 30c and charged 1id in London.
(Could the 16 2/3 in circle have been applied in Lausanne? This would
have been the transit point for letters going to England from postal
district II. Ed.)
Any further comments and remarks, as well as p hotocopies of covers,
will assist the research in this interesting field. Look through your
collections now to see if you have anything that might be relevant.
(I have just found a Taxe reclamee mark from Zürich dated 18 IV 39. Ed.)
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.
by Stuart R MacKenzie
HUNT THE ONE CENTIME (concluded)
the postage dues, but it was
The year 1883 saw the colour change of
e appeared. The lapse of fourteen
not until 1897 that the first lc valu
of this series was 1910.
years is a mystery. The last lc value
of a single lc value used on
To date I have never recorded the use
generally covers bearing lc values
a cover postally or manufactured, but
are few and far between.

1 905 Ladies envelope
used locally at Basel
showing three single
l c values to make up
the postage due.
(Note the address:
Miss Louise Vogt,
Teacher
Here!)

ing the same sequence of day/
The craze of manufacturing covers show
outbreak of World War I. the
month/year was still evident up to the
of a block of ten of the last
1911 cover below shows a nice example
DYK this month as well. Ed.)
lc value used in 1910 at Buron. (See

. V770..•s
/ Alithep

11A111
I \17.

age dues appeared, the Cross of
.i.aso in 1910 the new design of post
Again a lc value was included,
the Confederation with the Jungfrau.
value was to be used. Again I
but this was the last time that this
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have not recorded the use of a single value being used on cover. Correct
use of this value can always be found used on the 3c wrappers, as shown
by the 1921 3c Tell Boy wrapper used locally at Bern. (Shown below.)
Although the lc value
mentioned above was the
last to be issued, a
nice tailpiece is the
10c provisional surcharge
on the lc value of the
1916-24 issue, an elusive
little stamp to find on
cover. The 1925 cover
below from Burgdorf to
Luzern shows a single
value used with a Sc
making up the postage
due as endorsed.
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BERN D B Cancellations - Mr Ed C Walton, writing from Scarborough, Ont.
points out that the H Jaggli-Weber work gives D B as Diligence-Bureau
in the list of abbreviations and suggests this as a further explanation
of D B. His comments have been passed to Mrs Bidmead who will be reporting further on this subject in the newsletter.
This book, Die Postmarken der Schweiz 1843-1862 is available from the
Society's Library. Published in 1930, German and English, weight 300g.
Contact Mrs E J Rawnsley, 3 Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive, Bognor
Pmaia Wmat
mnol
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from Geoff Hubbard

AN INTERESTING COVER

ked at 30c for registered
This cover dated 16 XII 58 is correctly fran
a 10c due, the 20c fee
mail but has been re-directed. This produced
Frau riampf had moved on so
for registration is not affected. However
collected). At the next
the due was cancelled 'ung/iltig" (fee not
and cancelled with a
address another 10c stamp was used as a due
m x 5mm. The question is
straight-line 'Niedergösgen' measuring 36im
was it used? My copy of
where did this canceller come from and when
be in the revised edition
Emmenegger has no answer, although it may
in 1969. As we do not have
published in eight volumes by Muller & Lipp
help please:
a copy in the Society Library can anyone
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Spezial Catalogue is
CATALOGUE SEASON - The 1988 Michel Switzerland
available to members at a 10% discount,
just out priced at £12. It
Albums (UK) Ltd.,
post free anywhere in the UK direct from: Safe
180 Dukes Ride, Crowthorne, Berkshire RG11 6DS. t get together to make
migh
(One day the editors of all the catalogues
and, let alone the rest of
zerl
the numbering systems standard for Swit
fly. Ed.)
the world. But then I have yet to see a pig

is

advised us that yet again
'La ronde continue' - Several members have
Swiss material and attempting
the "auctioneers" are wrongly describing
: This despite recent court
to get high prices for it by over-valuing
Standards.
cases for mis-representation by the Trading
PTT against a reply
PTT specimen items, available free from the
ney prices as 'scarce':
coupon, are again being offered at funny-mo
have turned up again as
The Paris prints of the Standing Helvetia
will be printed from these
"fine proof blocks of four" - how many more
caught yourself:
plates to trap the collectors? Do not get
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TO ALL OUR INLAND CLIENTS

MAY 24th,1988.

May 24th, 1988.

SENSATIONAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
As from today, ON A PURELY TEMPORARY BASIS, but until further notice

No Et Ti,
.
will be payable on purchases from us. This important step requires explanation
as we would like our inland clients to know exactly why, FOR THE TIME BEING, we
are making this concession (obviously we have to pay the VAT to the government
but you do not pay it to us):
It is no longer news that the $ has weakened drastically against the £ and as a
very large part of our sales are to the $ area we had to cushion the exchange
rate shock by allowing a fixed rate of £1 = $1.60 on most purchases made from us
(subject to certain conditions). As the $ exchange rate hovers between $1.85
and $1.90 this represents a discount to our American clients of approximately
15%. We feel it is only fair that our inland clients should also benefit.
An important point we must make is that this is not a concession we are going to
offer indefinitely. However, you will be informed of any change, giving at least
14 days notice before we resume charging VAT again.
We trust you will not let this opportunity pass without making use of it. The
four reasonable conditions listed below, which apply to our American clients,
must also apply to our inland clients.
(1)

It can only apply to items in stock (if we have to obtain something specially
for you our profit margin would be insufficient to allow the discount).

(2)

Because of the uncertainty of the situation, credit must be limited to 30
days, but credit cards can be used.

(3) Orders or Approval purchases must be over £25.

•

( 4) It cannot as l y to currently outstanding balances.
ft.Irs S

.

C- -ly,

-111

°

•

H.L. KATCHER
Managing Director

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

e
Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot.

The Swiss Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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from you know who) but the stamp
shows the German JU 52, the paratroop
-that the PTT are considering
plane. Anyway Zumstein in the 3BZ
re-introducing limited validity
p
now asks why 75 years of the first
for all s ecial and definitive
has not
postage stamps, but are meeting • airmail of 9th March 1913
with a
t
leas
at
been celebrated,
with great resistance, luckily.
cancellation, and they blame themIt is likely that they will make
selves for not noticing it before.
only the oldest stamps of the
Those first flights were also made
'30s and '40s invalid, i.e., the
to finance the purchase of military
1938 high values, 1941 medium
p
aircraft, for the same reason.
values, erhaps the 1949 low
-that the PT'. have just announced
values, and, of course, the post
stamp sales figures for various
cards of 1935 and the Edelweiss
issues from the '70s with the folnewspaper wrapper of 1938.
lowing of particular interest:
• -that as the Post and the Rail2.50 Weathercock 47 823 000 with
ways have always been combined in
phosphor, 5 017 000 without phosphor;
the same Ministry in Bern they
50 + 20c Pro Sport 13 001 000;
were always mutually dependent in
50 + 50 Floods Fund 8 278 000.
many ways. When the Railways introduced Central European Time
M Rutherfoord
ing
morn
with
about a century ago,
(a.m.) times in Roman figures and
YOUR EXCHANGE PACKET
afternoon (p.m.) times in Arabic,
then the Post had to do the same.
We regret to say that there is a
ges
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e
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When the railway time
'switcher' among the recipients.
vice
-and
mer
-Sum
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I
_from_Win
Steps are being taken to deal with
versa, all sorts of postal changes this nuisance. In the meantime please
D M S
are also implemented, only some of check everything carefully.
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which are noticed by the
tor. This year postmark collectors
ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY
have certainly noticed the change
of postcode in 900-odd places on
With some difficulty, as it is now
the 30th May, i.e., when the
hard to find, the Society has been
came
e
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Summer Railway Time
able to acquire a copy of the German:
force
into
English Philatelic Dictionary, pubin
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biti
exhi
-that the present
lished by the Germany Phil. Soc. Inc.
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Muse
PTT
the
of America. First issued in 1969,
the
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that in the Alpine
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year
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,
the Swiss Alpine Club
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military terms. It is invaluable for
a
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of Sargans, all because of its
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the translation of colours, auction
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terms, abbreviations of the German
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A - Z U2 SAISS PHILATELY
ATICAL Pi= (PHO PATRIA). :Following
INI the success of the Pro Juventute stamps
the PTT decided to commemorate on or around
1st of Au gust each year the National Fete
(Bundesfeier).
From 1938 when a single stamp appeared,
appropriately depicting Tell's Chapel
on Lake Luzern, the number gradually
increased to series of 4.
They also
carried a surcharge devoted to charitable
purposes both at home and abroad.
Historical events were used as designs
until 1944 and thereafter many series which
usually covered a p eriod of 4 years. A
great variety of subjects have been shown:
typical Swiss houses, traditional sports,
lakes and rivers, minerals, old coins,
ceiling p aintings from Zillis, architectural treasures and many more.
In the last few years many delightful
aspects of Swiss life have appeared: old
musical instruments, inn and trade signs
and ceramic stoves are a few which are of
great interest.
E.J.R.
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can

be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

.

ZUMSTEIN-PEN KATALOG 1988
•

•

k

:;

•
of the Swiss Special & Mobile PO Cancels
*75 pages with more than 3600 illustrations
* explanatory text in four languages
Sfr 47Spiral bound
(German, French, Italian, English)
60in 4-ring binder
8.50
postage
extra
NEW * price by each illustrated cancel for
easy reference
* for thematic collectors a clearly arranged
000
V600‘016
%
summary of individual cancellations. More
than 65 different themes
t
stostt
* Summary of Contents: Day of the Stamp; World
Meteorological Congress; Table of temporary &
special cancels; ILO Conferences; BIE Conferences; UNESCO; Altdorf Tell Festivals; Motor
Shows; Musical Weeks; Balloon Festivals;
Special machine cancels.
Please order from your local dealer or from our agent, Vera Trinder
Ltd., 38 Bedford St, Strand, London WC2E 9EU or direct using PO Giro
account No. Bern 30-334-1, thank you.
Propr. Hertsch + Co., PO Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN
Do you know our monthly magazine the 'Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung'?
We will be pleased to send you a specimen copy free of charge.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB

)

UDC 656.835(494
ISSN 0951-0001
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was brought together under the
In 1848 the Swiss Postal Service
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e the postal services were operat
Federal Government. Until this dat
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ities. This was the starting
by the individual Cantonal Author
Agencies Abroad, i.e., in Italy,
of the history of the Swiss Postal
d
a. The Swiss postal service carrie
France, and after 1848 with Austri
ition to the carriage of letter a large number of passengers in add
vice continued until the opening
and parcel mail. The passenger ser
post coaches were suspended. The
of railway lines, after which the
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y the main routes and mail exchan
efl
bri
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ort
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three countries mentioned above.
operating from Switzerland into the
ITALY.
s were drawn by horses. The first
The Simplon Pass - Postal coache
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s in 1805. The route began in Lau
diligence travelled over this pas
ed
and 1906 some sections were replac
and ended at Arona. Between 1860
e
and the postal passenger servic
by the newly-constructed railways,
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The St. Gotthard Pass - One of the most famous ho r se-drawn postal
coaches is that which carried the passengers over the St. Gotthard
Pass. The diligence started in Fl g elen (Canton Uri), reached a height
of 2111m above sea level (about 6924 ft) on the P ass, and rolling
down through the Canton of Ticino, reached the town of Camer l ata in
Italy. The pass road was open in winter and was a very expensive part
of the service during this season.
The Splagen Pass - The route connected Chur (capital of the (1-risons)
with Chiavenna (Italy) passing through the village of Thusis, the
Via Mala, the village of Snifigen and then climbing to the Splagen
Pass, at a height of 2117m (6943 ft) before descending to Chiavenn9.
The Maloja Pass - Starting from St. Moritz, this route crossed the
Maloja Pass at a height of 1811m (5936 ft), descended the valley of
Bregaglia (3ergell, Gr.) and ended in Chiavenna, the same point as
that reached by the Splügen line.
The Bernina Road - This connected the Engadine with the Valtelline
in Italy, rolling through the valley of Poschiavo (Gr.). The height
of the Bernina is 2309m (7573 ft).
The Italian Government asked the Swiss Postal Administration to
also operate the Italian line from Colico (Lake of Como) to Bormio.
The Swiss Postal Service also operated the lines from Mendrisio to
Varese, and from Locarno through the Centovalli to Domodossola.
Mail Service - Of course, in addition to passengers, the Swiss Postal
Service also carried mail, both letters and parcels. The mail was
passed to the foreign Posts at fixed places and times. For this
purpose the Swiss Postal Administration made agreements with the
authorities of the foreign countries. For Italy at this time it waS
the-Kingdom of Sardinia,- and
arran gall
-ement covering
exchange of mail and passengers was signed on 21st October 1850,
and a second one on the 28th August 1854.
A list of the Swiss Agencies Abroad is given in the table,
indicating the start and duration of the postal service. Switzerland
also used post cancellations and the authorised postmarks are also
shown. Note: not all the agencies had the use of a postmark. The
stamp was needed not only to cancel Swiss postage stamps but also for
for validating the passenger's tickets.
No.

Locality

Post Dist.

Notes

Operated from — to

Italy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arena
Baveno
Bellagia
Bellano
Bolladore
Bormio Bagni
Bormio 8orgo
Camerlata

earnerlath

II
II
X
X
X
X
X
XI

1.V111.1861-1.VI.
1861-1. VI.
1869—
1.1.
1868—
1.V.
1874-31.XII.
15.VI.
1875-31.XII.
15.V1.
1869-31.XII.
1852—

3O

CAMERLATA
0

1

1883
1883
1875
1875
1876
1576
1876
1869

—
Open only during bath
—
Operated together
with MERZARIO agency

W0"41.
V."'"Cirjlial‘

e"281Z91

. 6.
vt

oi7R13111
E.S0S\

To be continued
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by F Pickard

THE LANDSCAPE STALFS 1936
The Essays - Part 2

Z.203 Castle Chillon and Dents du Midi

Purple
10 Centimes
Bickel experimented with the effect of morning
and evening sunlight upon the scene. Sunset
highlighted the castle walls facing the lake
and produced too many light areas on the
mountainsides. The morning light was chosen .
and this allowed the centre scene to dominate
Illustrations 12 and 13 are of interest, 12
shows the vineyards spreading across the lower s.
part of the stamp while 13 tries a pair of sail
After stamp issue opinion felt the detail was htoo
fine and the plate was redrawn. In 1939 a fres
die was cut and this emboldened the whole stamp.
The mountain outline was lowered.

)
)
)
)
0
)

1936 First Die
)
)

0

1939 Fresh Die
12

13
vo,

Rhone Glacier
Z.204
Orange
15 Centimes
a
The shade of orange presented the engraver with
a
uce
prod
to
g
thin
le
difficult task.It is a simp
two-dimensional result as with the 20c Standing
Helvetia, but to attempt a scene calling for the
was
three-dimensional effect was a hard task. Itof
the
ion
inat
exam
and
ly
deep
ave
necessary to engr
ght
issued stamp showed the strong ink ridges brou
right
about. Essay 18 showed the Furka road on the
left
the
on
but this was left out. The introduction
ens
ngth
p
stre
of the sup ort wall to the Grimsel road
the composition.
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FROM A SPECIAL PURCHASE WE OFFER AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES

SITTING HELVETIAS
** IN SUPERB NEVER-HINGED MULTIPLES **
OUR CAT.NO .
30f
32c
32f
38d
38f
40c
44
44c
45
45b
46
46b
47
48
48a
49
50
50a
51
52

BLOCK OF FOUR

SHEET OF 25

SHEET OF 50

8.00
5.00
5.65
11.00
0.80
1.25
0.30
0.60
4.40
4.40
9.25
0.60
1.10
0.30
0.60
1.10
23.50
23.50

35.00
25.00
37.50
47.50
31.50
3.75

62.50
44.00

1.60
3.00
20.00
20.00
44.00
3.00
5.50
1.60
2.80
5.50

2.80

52.50
6.25

31.50
31.50
5.50
10.00
2.80
5.00
1 0.00

The quality of this material is as if printed yesterday,
not over 100 years ago!
The above prices are, at present, inclusive of V.A.T. if orders are
above £25.

H.L. KATCHER
APS, PTS, RPSC

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
"The Swiss Specialists"
P.O. Box 242, London, N2.0YZ, England
01-348-0296
Phone
LES TIMBRES FISCAUX CANTONAUX DU VALAIS by Denis Gainon - This, the
fourth catalogue on fiscal stamps of the Swiss Cantons, deals with the
Valais and has 25% more issues than the 1950 Schaufelberger listing.
Background details of the relevant laws for the issues are given in
easy to understand French. Specialised listings and helpful figures
make this a most useful publication. Available direct from R Hurlimann
at Grtinweg 2, CH-2502 Biel/Bienne, Switzerland for SPr.8.-
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Gotthard Railwa
Z.205
Scarlet
20 Centimes
The mixture of road,river and railway lines was a
difficult scene to portray. In reality the view is
better than the issued stamp. Difficulty can be
seen in creating harmony between the value figures
and the railway arches. Examine the treatment at
the top of the essays of the mountainsides and the
bridge. In 1938 a new die was needed and the
opportunity was taken to alter the scene to one
from the Ticino region (see 205A).
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San Salvatore (new scene)
Z.205A
Scarlet
20 Centimes
enjoyed himself trying out ideas for
Without doubt Karl_ Bickel
,
was
this new design. Being a well-known tourist region there to
much to choose from. Melide on 28 could be the forerunner
the 25c value of the 1949 Landscape set. On 29 the Castello
Uri of Bellinzona is seen. The engraver returned to Lake Lugano
and achieved true balance between the church on the Gandria
road and the mountain of San Salvatore in the background.

0
0

28

29

To be continued.
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Yorkshire Philatelists honour Mr J A Eastwood
At the 42nd Annual Convention of the Yorkshire Philatelic Association
Mr J A Eastwood of Halifax became the seventh member of the Northern
Group to sign the Register of Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists.
Mr Eastwood was a founder member of the Northern Grou p of Helvetia
and has held the office of secretary, chairman on three occasions, and
is the p resent treasurer of the group. Since the group was founded in
1950 he has been one of its most regular attenders and has given many
displays. I am sure readers everywhere will join with Northern Group
members in extending con g ratulations to Mr Eastwood on this well
deserved honour.
R A H
Also at the Yorkshire Philatelic Convention Haydn Vaughan, the eldest
son of Mr P Vaughan of Bolton, won the G W Dyson Cup in the junior
competition. This is the third year running that Haydn has won an award
with a Swiss entry and I am sure all members will join with your
reporter in extending to him many congratulations and very best wishes
for the future.
R A H
The first meetings of the new season are nearly here. Northern Group
members should start looking now for material to display at the meeting
on Se p tember 17th - Members Displays. If you are anywhere in the area
on this Saturday then turn up at the Leeds Institution for the Blind &
Deaf, Centenary House, North Street, Leeds for 2 p.m. Take this chance
to meet other members of your society and you will be sure to benefit
from it.
London Group members, and others, should make a note of the following
dates now: October 12th, Letter 'C'; November 9th, AGM & Auction;
December 14th, Small Landscapes 1934-48, Discussion led by Mr F Pickard
with all members invited to show. 1989 meetings will be published in
the December issue or as a card.
POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS - M. P Guinand of Morges is compiling a list
of the cancellations of these temporary offices and asks whether any
of our members have any for the years 1940-50. He would be glad of a
photocopy and details of the dimensions of those made by rubber stamp.
Mr R S Johnson will be glad to receive this information at 36 Burnham
Way, London W13 9YA and will send it on to M. Guinand.
,
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Did you know?
-that on the 8th September, that
is 5 days before the FD of the
Specials II stamps, a new style
of Fr.5.- booklet will appear.
As sales of the present Folklore
p
booklet have dro ped to nearly
zero (too many odd values) the
p
PTT now has a double stri of 5,
i.e. ten Sc stamps showing the
usual postman, but with cut
edges, and glued in as in UK and
Sweden, with the strip folded
over. The cover is white with
PTT adverts. Being thinner more
can be stocked in the machines.
-that in the PTT Museum (see
last month's DYK) there is also
a unique display by Walter Grob
of photos, cards and private
cancellations of all SAC huts.
-that someone has found that the
original of the security background used for all Frama labels
is that of the luxury tax stamps
used during the last war. Now
ridiculous prices are being asked
for such 'forerunners'.
-that on the 2nd July the new
building housing the Air Force
Museum, next to the military
airfield in Dtbendorf, was opened, with a special flight to
Munich of a Swiss JU 52. Now on
2nd August a publicity slogan
will be used in Dübendorf 1
cancelling machine for the first
time, and will be used for alternate months in future. Shown are
a Swiss fighter prototype of 1918
the DH 4 (not to be confused with
De Haviland), the Mirage III and
the JU 52. The-old -K-cancel of
Dübendorf 2, near the museum,
shows a 31eriot.

le
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FASZINATION DER FLIEGEREI

-that from 19th to 20th October
the AD ASTRA 89 will be on in
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Zürich, covering all aspects of aeronautical philately.
-that it is amazing that for 50 years
of Pro ?atria stamps no special block
was issued. Generally sales, as for
Pro Juventute, are falling.
-that Samoa shows in their Expo 88
set for 200 Years Australia, a-Swissbuilt monorail as used in the expo.
Canada also showed a similar train
for their Vancouver show in 1986.
-that Michel issued their Switzerland
Special catalogue in June; it can be
recommended for all collectors, and
will help them to learn German too!
-that the PTT have asked that all
addresses should not have the post
town underlined as this confuses the
OCR machines (at present only one in
Bern, but more planned for Zürich).
They also said that only 1% of
letters have hand-written addresses.
M Rutherfoord
AN ANSWER? - the query from the
member in Ipswich regarding the value
. ' on
of the cachet '53e Session
page 47 of the newsletter is in the
recent Zumstein PEN catalogue, page
5, which gives SFr.110.- for either
cancel. Perhaps there are other views
in other catalogues? R S Johnson

I. G. STAMPS
PD Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
I wish to B U Y
Large collections or single items
of quality.
Please contact me if you have
anything in SWISS philately to sell
There will be no list during the
summer but I look forward to
receiving your WANTS LISTS.
Ian Gilchrist
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A - Z OF SWISS PHILATELY

OVEhPRINTS Most countries have at some
time found it necessary to use overprints
on stamps. While some mark special events
those of more importance and interest
have been issued because of a sudden need
to revalue currency and, therefore, the
Postal charges such as the collapse of
the German currency during the First
World War.
New stamps were usually required in a
hurry, so surplus stocks of low value or
discontinued values which were to hand
were overprinted with new values to meet
the emergency.
Four series of stamps were involved:
the Helvetia bust of 1907, certain values
of the long-standing Tell Boy and Tell,
and Helvetia with Sword; these were produced at intervals between 1915 & 1930.
Inevitably due to haste a number of
errors can be found and many misplaced
figures. These with covers combining
original and overprinted values can be
built up into a most interesting study.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit 'of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

E J R

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89
available beginning of September 1988

wp
E
z s

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

zumsbein
europa
1988/89
; .•

August 1988

Prices:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

Postal fees for Europe:
1
2
3
4

EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE

North
Middle
South
East

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

23.-23.-23.-41.--

SFr.

8.-9.-SFr. 8.50
SFr. 11.-SFr.

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french
•

.

zunIsbain
s
flech:g

;Z:rr-

1983/89::

NEW: with price tendencies!
paper cover

SFr. 12.--

spiral binding

SFr 14.--

SFr. 7.-SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you!
ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box 2565, CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB

UDC 656.835(494)
ISSN 0951-0001
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STANDING

by Geoff Holden

some 10 000 miles away from that
As a collector of Swiss stamps living
to obtain information which is
country it can sometimes be difficult
hemisphere.
more readily available in the northern
small in Australia, shown
The following of Swiss philately is very
of the Helvetia Society in this
by the fact that I am the only member
the most isolated Capital City
country, and at that, living in Perth,
are sometimes outweighed by the
in the world. The associated problems
lack of interest causes lack of
benefits that lack of support brings;
trip to Perth offered me the
knowledge. A New Zealand dealer on a
dollars "Do you collect Swiss
Lunaba sheet First Day of Issue for 3
to help him out would be glad to
labels?" I assured him that I did and
uncommon occurence and because of
take it off his hands. This is not an
g a large quantity of the Standthis I have been fortunate in obtainin
into investigating these issues,
ing Helvetia series. This has led me
problems with regard to obtaining
and this is where I have experienced
prompted me to put pen to paper
information. These circumstances have
the Helvetia Society. Among
to ask for help from the membership of
atelists there must be an unsuch an esteemed selection of Swiss phil
to be shared with the rest of
told wealth of information only waiting
unlock the floodgates?
the members, but what can be done to
tions to put to the members
I have decided to raise a number of ques
ers to these in the form of comwith the hope that it will prompt answ
rmation which will help us all
ments, articles or even snippets of info
understand the series more clearly.
'Libertas' essays which abound
Firstly let us consider the so-called
perforations, and in values 50 c
in various colours, with and without
lilac, black and grey.
and 1 Fr. I have seen these in blue,

,:t
.
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•
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_

1

65-721London Sept.19881I85N 0951-000
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What can members tell us of the reasons behind all these variations?
Can they explain how the retouches can be identified? Many of the recurring faults have been listed, along with plate flaws, in books only
Published in German. Can anyone give us details from these sources of
information?
What is known in regard to the colour changes in the series? Were some
of these to conform to UPU regulations concerning Quick identification?
Is it true that the Federal authorities employed a 'secrets clerk' to
make sure that all the official changes were made with the utmost confidentiality?
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Essays and colour trials of the 25c and 40c ap p ear in many colours,
shades and on various thicknesses of paper and card. Many of these
seem to be too readily available not to have some dubious origins.
, --Can anyone explain how the printing plates
•P -----7 ,
•
. came to be 'lent' to a printer
! '--.....
- v14. 'cs'
in Paris
7P--1,71 7
.
.
,
„
;
,
.
.'+
A
while in the han d s of Max Q-iradet? Itis
:
3 i obvious that a lot of these 'trials' came
.0
c:
this source, but how do we differentiate
., 1 I-,0' from
1.
/
,25' : between these and 'genuine' items? Lack of
knowledge apparently led to a US auctioneer
offering Standing Helvetia 'marking aids' as
1 1;RnIt
7, 7 F434
74
'Essays' at $100 est. They were withdrawn
when
this was discovered. (Was this due to
r
t. i,1 , - k .,
our friends of the American HPS?)
!'
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I
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M
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to be continued
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by Adriano Gervasi

THE SWISS POSTAL AGENCIES ABROAD
Continued from August

Post
Dist. Operated from . . to

No.

Locality

9

Campodolcino
CampodoIcino

I

I

X

CAMPODOLCINO
MESS. SVIZZERE

Notes

1-

1918

1862-

‘1800040

,_
CJ

CAMPODOLCINO

C h iavenna

At
41/I
S P.#
' . S1Ct-A'
.

Only passengers book.
_

1888
1871_
1921
18841861- 1.XI. 1921

II
X
X
/F
(11-11A1
•.•

. IVI FSC
UFF. SVIZZ. DI
CHIAVEN-NA

[JP F.

Airrcvi7 ft mrss.)

11rom-RTA71(1f1
a•
Va,

f•P V/

01 MESSAG:S11122

10 LOG. 81
CHIAVENNA

.

service MERZARIO

UFF. SVIZZ. DI MESSAGERIA

Cohco

1861-1873 parcels

VII. 1886

1874-

13 IColico

..2

1* 14:1111.17 ,t

MESS. SVIZZERE

1011 Canobbio
11 Castasegna Dogana
12 Chiavenna

Ilia., 4

A

0114ts,

COLICO

10)(1181 Vo,
00uCu

14
15

1.1.

XI

Como
DOMODOSSOLA

1884

1874-

Only passengers book.
Depend from the Post
3900 Srigue

1849- still open

II

(.0"Ictri."\
36

...!:1771•n
DOMO D' OSSOLA
POSTE SVIZZERE

Domo(

UU M I.JU U LA

POSTE SVIZZERS

DOMO DOMODOSSOLA
DILIO SilISSES

16

POSTE SV1ZZERE

Gravellona

17 Grossotto
18 Intra

o

1. 00
.

.5.7111c<
S‘10.-0
-........-

'4,-..4:0-00'

—•n•;;—..../

1.VIII.1871- 9.IX. 1886

X
II

1869 -31.XII. 1876
1883 -29.VIII.1888

After 1881 was called
*Gravellona-Tocex

-

-

‘,%T ft

ft.„i
' A IM. •

,‘C

MESSAGERIE SVIZZERE

f

cutiN

Il

1.VI.

2DIEDi

4;)
1T -1 . K . 26 — .
4•4
.4

ct
tr),""1"..,1,4v
e svl 1.

I NTRA

lntra

22.

.4r
-2 v.29.,20

etZkniL 't

te."..":410

r

is fhp.-7

is

19.V1.813 I %
,v
el .110.,y,,

41

28)082 `ca
.;
c°
.(Pi
71 11E
kt

1 19

II

1 Iselle
!s ee

1 B64-

l

i

DILIGENCES S U1SSES

-

16 Diti

‘4.*-"""•` N4/

6°
1 ,P
9
6.
Q.
79

4P

GE O

1
Leccc

1

/(3:
4
.. —
\ /7,7:-.

!SELLA

AGENCE DES DILIG. SUISSES
I SELLA

20 I

1920

X

1.1.

1868-

Hi"
6/
c-4
4rELO1/4

1875 I -

continu

ed

overleaf . . .
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Post
Dist. Operated from — to

No. Locality
21 Luino

I

Lain°

XI

LUINO
POSTE SVIZZERE

1857-

I

AGENZIA POSTE

Notes

1-

1940

SVIZZERE

q1
.s.. ar y.., 41111.11.M. 0

L(JINO
22 I Milano

XI

Milano

2f

b

14 21 VI 74 — 1

A Xitt17111-

18571860)1 1858- 1.VII. 1893)1 -

POSTE SVIZZERE
MILANO

0CF\

4

.

3 0

17

0 lc.

11\

cei
c,

8.

c'>
AM:1K

rl

41193 r:

0

23

X

Monte Spluga

1868- 1.X.
1922-

16.XI.

1918
1940

Only passengers
Service.

5`11Z4f,

Monte Spluga UFF. DI MESS SVIZ. MONTE SPLUGA r.,r12

MONTE-SPLUGA
(SPLUGENB ERG)

177

19X103

'
,y

V

1/111I•

4'00,4%
24 Morbegno
25 Ornavasso
26 Pallanza
Pallanza

1.VI. 1883-29.VIII.1888

28

29

X

30

San Giacomo Filippo

X

1

-

1918

1874-31.XII. 1876
1.V.

1908-1. X.

1918

Removed at San Carlo
-1875
--0040,./d,

SAN GIACOMO-FILIPPO

SAN GIACOMO-FILIPPO
MESS. SVIZZERE

Santa Maria Maggiore
Maggiore

passengers book.

PIANAllO
X

Sta. Maria

1886- 1.X.

PIANAZZO

Porte (S.Carlo di
Porte)

San GiacomoFilippo

Only

PALLANZA
MESSAGERIE SV1ZZERE

27 Pianazzo
Pianazzo

1869-31.XII. 1876
1888
1862- 9.IX.
18711883

II
II

MESS SV1ZZERE

XI

1.VII. 1908-1. XII. 1916

k igIV.17
•
1Ap,\ A

STA MARIA MAGGIORE
AGENZ1A SVIZZERA

m46-3\

rzy.7.
211)(11.13

31
32
33

X
II
X

Sondrio
Stresa
Tirano

1. I .
+15. VI.

Tirano

1869-31.XII. 1876
1864- 1. VI . 1883
1869
18621869-30. VI . 19C8

NZIa.01;"
Par
iZZling::::
ss.sv
, c
L

..4

UFF. DI MESS. SVIZ. TIRANO

is go ;,-

i' l
- - -nr- 4..2 0:

ara n180
1.0:' , 1

34
35
36
, 37

38

Tresenda
Varenna
Varese
Villa di Chiavenna
Vogogna

X
X
XI

1.V.
1.1.

1874-31.XII.
1868186818791861- 9.X.

1876
1875
? Date not given
1884
1888

To be continued
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by F Pickard

THE LANDSCAPE STAMPS 1936
The Essays - Part 3

Via Mala Gorge
Z.206
Brown
25 Centimes
p
p of
After the various ex eriments with the 25c stamVia
the
to
on
kly
San Salvatore,Bickel settled quic
the
Mala view. The problem was to express clearly
the
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the
rugged nature of the scene. From
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wate
the
of
size
time spent in changing the
fallen
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the base of the view. Use
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side
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trees half way up the
ruggedness of the gorge.
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The Rhine Falls Schaffhausen

Z.207

Blue
30 Centimes
Mala Gorge the sheer
In total contrast to the stillness of the Via
A cataract of immense
e.
energy of the falls dominated the whole scen
. Water is not
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power required its constant movement to be
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NEW SEASON'S MEETINGS - Sussex Group meet on 1st October in the Church
Lounge, All Saints, Patcham, Brighton with Mr Clapshoe completing his
display of straight-line markings, followed by all-members contributions
to Odds & Ends, finds, and Queries.
The Northern Group have Members' Displays on 17th September as notified
last month.
London Group members should get letter 'C' ready for the 12th October
at the Victory Services Club.
Stampex is from 27th September to 2nd October; the Editor hopes to be
there on the Thursday.
CONGRATULATIONS to Gene Kelly whose Fiscals Catalog gained a Silverbronze at both Finlandia 88 and the 12th Cardinal Spellman Literature
Fair. His news sheet, the Revenue Philatelist, also gained a bronze at
Cardinal Spellman.
/ANTED - a complete set of the Helvetia Newsletter (from No. 2) to
prepare an index, as was done for our sister publication 'Tell'. Anyone
who has a set please contact Dale R Eggen, P 0 Box 2948, Warminster PA
1 8974 2948, USA, or talk to him at SEFAD, Philadelphia.
'

NEW ISSUE NEWS FROM THE PTT

Safe
while stocks last

3000 BERN
Giorno crernissione
Jour demission •
Ausgabetag
13.9.88

--

Size 36 x 26 mm

Particulars

V

Post offices:
from 13 9 1988 to 282 1989
Philatelic offices:
from 13 9 1988 to 30 9 1989
Advance sale
from 8 9 1988
Validity unlimited
from 13 9 1988

35 c. 50th Anniversary of the Swiss Accident Prevention Office The Swiss accident Prevention
Office, based in Bern, was established in 1938 and has been a foundation since 1984. A few figures will suffice
to show how necessary this Office is. About one million accidents happen in Switzerland every year causing
more than 3000 deaths, 80 percent of them in non-occupational accidents. The Office, which has a staff of 50,
carries out research into the causes of accidents as well as the manner and place in which they occur. Its
findings, which refer to the areas of road traffic, sports and home, are made available to the public and interested circles. In addition, the Office gives its views on draft legislation, points out sources of risk or danger and
draws up proposals to eli minate them. It also maintains close contact with other accident prevention bodies.
The Office uses a network of more than 1100 volunteers to impart the safety message at local level. It is financed out of a surcharge on non-occupational accident insurance premiums and contributions from the Swiss
Road Accident Prevention Fund. - The design by Lucerne graphic artist Josef Zwyer shows a snap link as a
symbol of safety and trust
50 c. Centenary of Swiss Metalworkers' and Watchmakers' Association It was right at the beginning of the industrial age that Switzerland's metalworkers joined forces in trade societies providing mutual
support in the fight for better working conditions and social benefits. From these societies the Swiss Metalworkers' Association was formed in Winterthur in 1888. Merger with the Swiss Watchmakers' Association in
1915, finally, resulted in the Swiss Metalworkers' and Watchmakers' Association, which has its headquarters
in Bern. The Association looks after the cultural, social, vocational and material interests of its some 117 000
members and fights for acceptance of the principle of equal rights for men and women. It strives to attain
these aims mainly through collective labour agreements, which lay down priorities. The Association has also
been active for several decades in the field of vocational training. Members appreciate the free legal advice
and assistance services offered as well as the many different insurance facilities. - The stamp was designed
by the brothers Eugen and Max Lenz, Zurich. It shows drilling, a typical metalworking process.
80 C. 150th Anniversary of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography On 1 January 1838 the then
Quartermaster-Colonel and later General G. H. Dufour opened the 'Federal Topographical Bureau' in Geneva.
Since then it has been a department of the Federal Defence Ministry and is known in Switzerland and abroad
as the Federal Office of Topography. It employs a staff of about 150. Its main duties - specified by laws, government regulations and guidelines - are geodesic surveying as well as the production and updating of Switzerland's official maps. On the basis of accurate surveys (triangulation, levelling and now also satellite surveys)
the maps are compiled with the aid of aerial photographs (measured photogrammetrically) and field visits. In
order to make the latest information available to users, maps covering one sixth of Switzerland are brought up
to date each year. In addition, the Office carries out a number of special commissions, such as detailed surveys
and thematic maps for a variety of uses. - The stamp design by Beni La Roche, Zurich, shows a triangulation
pyramid, a theodolite and the end product - the maps of Switzerland.
90 c. International Red Cross Museum Although the worldwide humanitarian work of the Red Cross
and Red Crescent is generally recognized, it is not always as well known - as is the case with all organizations
aiming to serve mankind - as it should be. This gap is now being filled by a museum in Geneva, where the Red
Cross was established in 1863. The funds for the International Red Cross Museum are being provided by a
private foundation. This means that no money intended for charitable purposes is being used for the project.
The museum has taken only three years to build - the foundation stone was laid on 20 November 1985 in the
presence of the wives of the American and Soviet leaders, Mrs Reagan and Mrs Gorbachov. The nine rooms
are devoted to the following themes: man in the service of mankind - before Solferino, Solferino. Henri
Dunant's appeal, 1864 to 1914, First World War, the interwar years, Second World War, from 1949 to the present and the Red Cross today. - The stamp design by Eric Kellenberger, Corseaux, shows the museum in its

I

Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA,
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper
white, fluorescent,
mat gummed
Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps
Sheet margin
Designation of issue,
statements of value
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-that the usual flood of beautiful
auction catalogues, and order form , s
for the annual catalogues, is upon
us. (Sign of autumn? Ed.)
-that Hans Schwarzenbach (Postgeschichte and auctions) notifies
a change of address to Oberdorfstrasse 8, CH-8001 Zurich from the
1 st of October.
-that Alfred Muller of Bern died o
the 23rd June. A remarkable collec
p
tor, he is erhaps best known for
his work on the Handbuch der Abste Mp
lungen, and for his Ambulant works

-that the great event of 8.8.88
was celebrated in 8888 Heiligkreuz
with champagne and full media
coverage and a team cancelled
200 000 items in the space of a
week or so; a record for a X
cancel first day. The attractive
special cover had to be reprinted
twice,: making 30 000 in all, and
a rarity value of 0!
-that the high court has decided
that Purchase Tax, at 6,2% retail
and 9,3% wholesale, must be
charged on all philatelic material,
M Rutherfoord
e.g., stamps for collectors, FDCs
NPS - Entry Appraisal A new scheme
and auctions. The complications
has been instituted by the NPS for
are untold, more to follow. Starts
potential entrants over 18 who have
on 1st January 1989.
never competed at national level. A
-that the newest PTT service is
panel of Qualified National Judges
called Telegiro. From your home
will appraise exhibits and then
or office you can make payments
discuss them with their owners,
direct by phone. More useful for
giving recommendations on how to
firms as not many homes have the
enter the Major national event in
interconnection facilities, it is
the autumn. Send now for details as
one computer talking to another.
the closing date is 25th November.
-that four important collections
S.a.e. to NPS, 107 Charterhouse St.,
have been given recently to the
London EC1M 6PT. Remember that
PTT Museum by collectors, making
first time entries need be only
a total of 33 since 1943. They
16 sheets.
will be on show in the new building in a year or so.
-that Georges Schild has pulled
another plum out of his historical
I. G. STAMPS
researches, namely covers sent by
doctors of the Red Cross team sent
P 0 Box 27
to help Finland in 1940. No stamps
Otley
but a 5-line cachet stating the
BBZ.
.
Sept
origin. Details in the
West Yorkshire
nEige
er
Walt
BBZ
-that in the same
L821 1JB
mann reveals some new factors of
the 'Postage Free' stamps of 1927
I wish to B U Y
& 1934. Fascinating for specialists.
Large collections or single items
-that collectors are getting tired_
of quality.
of the unimaginative centenary
issues with which we have been
Please contact me if you have
blessed, and are to be totally
anything in SWISS philately to sel
immersed next year. The trouble is
There will be no list during the
that once started with A then B,
summer but I look forward to
C & D have also a 'right' to the
the
have
receiving your WANTS LISTS.
same privilege, and most
political muscle to get it. But
does the result please anyone?
Ian Gilchrist
in
day
holi
a
of
ons
acti
The attr
Switzerland, say?
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
A - Z OF SWISS PHILATELY

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

PRO AERO Aviation in Switzerland
got off to a slow start and was mainly
for military purposes. The hazardous
nature of the mountainous country
presented many problems and funds were
urgently required for promotion and
research. These were, from 1913 onwards,
largely raised by the holding of
sponsored Flight Meetings and Pioneer
Flights when some mail was carried
bearing special semi-official 'stamps'
and commemorative cancellations.
These are now highly prized.
As aviation became more advanced the
'PRO AERO FUND' was set up and a
special stamp - or stamps - have been
issued at intervals from 1938 to date.
The earlier ones depict types of
early aircraft and the four very fine
stamps commemorating the most famous of
the Pioneer Airmen are a worthy tribute
in 1977. All of these will provide a
collection full of interest. E J R

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE

ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/88
available beginning of September 1988

7z_,41 1.4

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

zumstein
europa
1988/89

Prices:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

Postal fees for Europe:

1
2
3
4

EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE

North
Middle
South
East

SFr. 23.-SFr. 23.-SFr. 23.-SFr. 41.--

SFr.
8.-SFr. 9.-SFr. 8.50
SFr. 11.--

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89

1=1

in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!
zumsbein
sch,dveiz
lechbensbein

T988/89'

paper cover
spiral binding

SFr. 12.--

SFr. 7.--

SFr. 14.--

SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you!
ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH
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HELP for Allen Payne
,
;
I would like to thank
those of you who so
•
;
,
j
kindly responded to my '
I
•
plea in the March issue
or
concerning the two
p,, • .„„
transit covers. To help
13:- •
- 411
;
explain the queries I
'(Pcm
gh
enou
have been lucky
----,
:
•
to obtain a further
-I
cover between Lucerne
"
4 7r'
and Lyon, Figure 4.
Each of the three covers
•
fails into a different
successive weight band,
is less than 7ig, being the
the first (fig 1) falls within that which
treaty of 1828/9 with France.
basic rate as stated in the Swiss postal
in black in the top left
The new cover (fig 4) has a manuscript 10
r (fig 2) has in the top
indicating the weight as 10g. The third cove
ested, so obvious isn't it)
left the numeral 20 (not initials as I sugg
3) is apparently 5/8 ounce
indicating the weight as 20g. The 5/8 (fig
orities. As yet I do not
(= 20g) entered by the Lucerne postal auth
know what the weight bands are.
4) and 10 (fig 2) show
The red manuscript figures 4 (fig 1), 6 (fig
PO for the distance from
the amount due in kreuzer to the Lucerne
the 10 are 1i and 2i times
Lucerne to Basel by the Basel PO. The 6 and
the basic rate.
three covers let me start
To summarise the manuscript numerals on all
rate band which necessitated
with figure 1. This was within the single
9 decimes. The second cover
the black 9 for the final postal charge of
18, two
(double) rate band, that is 2 x 9
g
( fi 4) came in the second
zerland and 12 decimes to
times the basic rate, i.e. 6 decimes to Swit
in the third (treble) weight
France. The third cover (fig 2) came with
mes to
27, three times the basic rate, i.e. 9 deci
band, that is 3 x 9
is a summary of the inforSwitzerland and 18 decimes to Prance. This
queries, but a Question
mation received which answers the original
10 pp 73-80 London Oct.1988 ISSN 0951-0001
TT-R-r,v Pi4IL SOC NEWSL 42nd year No

/
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still remains which I feel will not be answered until I am able to see
a table showing the external postal rates applicable to the period.
Perhaps someone has this information? Bearing in mind the three rate
bands involved, why are the red numerals 6 & 10 (right-hand side of
figures 4 & 2) not two and three times the basic rate 9?
A Payne
STANDING HELVETIA by Geoff Holden (continued from September)
L:ost collectors are aware that the series in its 25 year life was printed
by three firms. It was subjected to four perforation changes, two types
of impressed control mark and one watermark were used. Two values were
re-designed, plus the colour changes. These events alone provide a
wealth of study without the varieties caused by wear on the plates and
the subsequent retouches and replacement of cliches as seen below.
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Did I read that a member of HLK's staff discovered a 72c while on
holiday? Is it correct that there are only five known copies of this
stam p in existence, two pairs and a single, all postmarked in Solothurn?
Can Mrs Rawnsley tell us anything applicable
to the series from her extensive research into
7
--0
es f-" "1?)'k-.-.
0
\r-t
r, t.4 - „„
the Cross & Numeral series which was under con- C>x,
1
sideration for the design of the whole series
i el l
1; • Y
i
o.
.
f
originally? Can we persuade Mr Bulstrode to let :. ‘
= 44 ,
LAIA
Ag,
.
us into some of his secrets on Proofs & Essays?
., y6-,5- )• - . ,`s"---2 • ,
&..t__J
_.For example the two-coloured essay designed and
engraved by Berthold & Co. of Berlin, more
fussy than the issued one shown here.
Is this enough to get you reaching for your pens? I sincerely hope so
p
because it is you, the members, who kee the Newsletter alive and to
us overseas members the only contact we have with the Society.
g
If you do not wish, or have enou h information, to write an article
how about writing to me in Australia with your thoughts, ideas and
remarks. These can be correlated to form another article, with suitable
p
recognition to the source. If you decide to do this, I romise to send
all correspondents a bag of sunshine and a bottle of Indian Ocean Surf!

et n
fg
. t 0 '1
FiAttc,) .

_ ..,apt
,. ...ilv.

,

Geoff Holden lives at: 40 Carawatha ave., Armadale, W. Australia 6112,
or the editor can forward contributions.
(What hap p ened to the printing plate for the Die II 25c found in 1961
and from which prints were made by the Amateur Collector?)
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by F Pickard

THE LANDSCAPE STAMPS 1936
The Essays - Part 4
Z.208

Klus In The Jura With Neu-Falkenstein

Green
35 Centimes
Essays 44 and 45 show
The grandeur of the Jura is shown on this stamp.
the gorge of the
of
view
the first attempts using the north to south
by enabling him to
ver
engra
the
Lobisei. The final scene chosen rewards
n. A balance was
regio
this
of
res
display the strong geographical featu
and the
stein
alken
Neu-F
of
struck between the ruins of the castle
the tree
of
scale
in
tion
houses above the lettering. Note the reduc
.
stamp
the
of
between the castle and right hand edge
I

I.
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Lake of Seealp with Mt Saentis
Z.209
Grey
40 Centimes
the light and shade of the
Great tranquillity is obtained'by contrasting illus
trates the search of
view. The gradual change from essay 49 to 52change in pitch of the roof
the engraver for total perfection. Note the
g in its cross hatching
angle above the letter A. Essay 50 is interestin
ed upon a clear space
decid
of the sky. As with previous skylines Bickel
some people that the
behind the mountain peak. A claim has been made by
d as a man's face
prete
angle of the rock face in the centre can be inter
r.
reade
with a moustache; but that is best left to the

0
49

50

52

hoped to continue
This third part brings to an end the essays. It is
g issue. The
natin
fasci
this
with contributions on other aspects of
members of
and
study
for
scope
1936 Landscape stamps offer a wide
future
for
gaps
the
in
ng
this Society have the chance of filli
that need
areas
sting
sugge
in
ard
backw
collectors. Please do not be
mation
infor
ne has the
further research; amongst the membership someor
nts.
comme
your
needed to enlarge our knowledge. Let the Edito have
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3"0/0
V
• Issues

CMALOGUE

-

•
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. (Hi. Katcher)
"Household Name for Swiss Stamps"
P.O. Box 242, LONDON, N2 OYZ.

The
AMATEUR COLLECTOR

1989

Printed by Manson Graphic Limited,
Unit 4, Masted Road, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire.

THE AMATEUR

LTD.

4

DECADES OF SERVICE
TO SWISS PHILATELY

COLLECTOR LTD.

SWITZ ERLAND
CATA LOGUE
1989

ORDER FORM
To: THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

PM. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England.

(Edited by R.F. Bulstrode, O.B.E. and H.L. Katcher)

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR THE 30th EDITION

NAME

PUBLICATION DATE 17th OCTOBER 1988
* After nearly 2 years of careful planning
THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY EDITION
WE HAVE PUBLISHED.

ADDRESS...

* Some 14,000 prices recalculated (and, taking account
of our large stocks of modern material, many reduced
by 10%40% — for as long as these stocks last.

* Italic type used to indicate "Guide" rather than Net

prices for items (predominantly 19th century) where
quality is variable and plays an important role. This
innovation permits realistic assessment of value and
enables the collector to choose his preferred price
range. A "Bull's Eye" for our catalogue!

* Bold type used for prices which indicate the cheapest

stamps in a specialised group.
* Standing Helvetias re-grouped and partly renumbered to conform with the latest research in this
fascinating field.
* Still more information added and more shades and
varieties listed.
I< This edition puts all earlier ones hopelessly out of date!

By far the most informative English language
Catalogue published. Indispensable to the collector of
Swiss stamps who thirsts for information (and once
again there is more in this years edition)!
White other Catalogues cater more for the casual
—
collector, this Catalogue/Handbook is a -mum for
the true philatelist.

141
LC

UI
X

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Kindly send me ............... copy/copies of your
1989 Catalogue for which I enclose ....
* Price (incl. post and packing):
£7.50 or U.S. $12.50

Important Please keep Catalogue orders strictly
separate from all other transactions. This will avoid
mistakes and delays as different departments are
involved. We thank you in advance.
*REFUNDED ON FIRST PURCHASE OF £75.
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the

hereby given that
In accorance with the Society's rules :TOTICE is
MEETING
A=AL
Victory
WEDNESDAY, November 9th 1988 at 6.30 p.m. prompt at the
on
held
be
will
WC2.
n
Londo
Services Club, Seymour St., Marble Arch,
AGENDA

ber 11th 1987
1 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Novem
2 Matters arising from the minutes
3 Chairman's Address
4 Hon. Secretary's Report
nts
ment of Accou
.
_
5 Hon. Treasurer's Report and State
6 Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
9
r's (s • hembers.of the Society's 'COmmittee for 1988/
7 Election. of Office
.
8 Notions and. Resolutions
9 .Any other business
4

NOMINATIONS
of the Committee, i.e. President,
Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members
Ron. Librarian, Hon. Auditor,
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Editor,
d be sent to the Hon. Sec.,
shoul
ttee,
Commi
and (not exceeding) TWELVE Members of the
y 7th November 1988.
Monda
than
later
not
him
Mr G W Hubbard, IN WRITING, to reach
RESOLUTIONS

the Annual General Meeting
Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Notion at
Resolution, to the Hon. Sec.
must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text of the
before the opening of the Annual General Meeting.
G W Hubbard (Hon Sec.)
F Pickard (Chairman)
°

22nd September 1988

opportunity
are asked to attend this meeting, when they have the
All
_ who can
. . . Members
future
for
s
rd suggestion
to criticise the running of the Society and to put forwa
to last an hour, there will be
policy. After the business session, which is expected
an auction.
Dues by Mr G W Hubbard. On
NORTHERN GROUP MEETING on the 5th November is Postage
the 3rd December it will be the Chairman's Display.
i
a discussion evening led by Mr F Pickard
LONDON GROUP l t'FNTING on the 14th December is
with all members invited to display.
h Lounge, All Saints, Patcham.
SUSSEX GROUP MEETING on the 3rd December in the Churc
ix9,1\f1CY0-7

11.10.88-9

-3,10.88--B
—
L.:To

1;3'
rTI

CASA
LANDFOGTI

e 2g.s
n

1191
K1191
K

K 1192

)

Era&
K1193

Lrom the PT?

p 53 with the
- Concerning the cover shown on
CONI, IENTS ON AN INTERESTING COVER
1
I
l a definitive used as a due, my thanks
straight-line Niedergosgen used to cance
n for the original due being
are extended to Felix Ganz for an explanation. One reaso
l is that Frau Kampf may have asked for her mail to be re-directed.
l
t
cancelled ungultig
, which is served by Niedergdsge:
The somewhat difficult to read town name is 'Gdsgenght - line cancellers, mainly for
strai
It would seem that all Swiss post offices have
stamp forms and in-service
use on blank registered labels in an emergency, or to
a circle or the large open
in
r
eithe
'T',
l
reports. It would appear that the norma
was used instead.
variety, was mislaid and therefore the straight-line
straight-line cancellers
of
les
Now one wonders if there are any other examp
--A
a w T-Tubbard
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New PTT booklet (see DYK, opposite)
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Philatélistes!
Dernandez a vane guichet postal
la brochure concernant l'abonnement
aux nouvelles emissions de timbres
suisses.
Collezionisti !
Chiedete alto sported° rapuscolo
concernente l'abbonamento alle novite
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Briefmarkensammler I
Verlangen Sie am Postschalter die
Broschitre iiber das NeuheitenAbonnement der Schweizer Post

PTT
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I G STAMPS

Did you know?
-that the Purchase Tax roblem is
becoming a little clearer. Liechtenstein stamps will follow Switzerland, as they are in a common
customs area. UNO Geneva position
is not clear. Cancelled modern
stamps, cancelled and mint nonvalid stamps, FDCs, sheetlets etc.
will be liable to tax; all foreign
stamps too. An 8-page 'clarification' is available.
-that the SBB has issued two new
sets of ostcards, on new locos,
and on the Brlinig railway. About
Sfr.11- each; order direct.
-that the PTT postal coach office
in Bern has just published a new
map of all their routes, large
size with text in four languages,
including English. Posthorn tunes
are given for saying in advance
how many horses need to be changed
at the next stop, for instance.
-that the new booklet which came
out on 8.9.88 poses some queries,
which I have not yet been able to
answer. Fig 1 shows outside view
of opened booklet, same size as
before. Fig 2 inside view, without pane of stamps, also white.
Note marks, type B, LH on cover,
RH on selvedge, which is not perforated through. Fig 3 is of an
opened-out booklet, type A, no
marks. Figs 4 & 5 show partially
opened FD cancelled booklets,
types C & D, With LH & RH marks
on the card at the edge of the
selvedge; laying up marks? Fig 6
is the green slip at the top of
each packet of 25 booklets.
-that the PTT gave out this
postcard free at the special
show at this year's Comptoir
Suisse in Lausanne. The
picture side is black and
yellow. It does not need
to be cancelled, as it is
'PP', but if it goes in
the new coding system, at
present on test in Lausanne,
it gets the reddish bars
which prove postal usage.

P 0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB

p

p

MIT
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I wish to B U Y
large collections or single
items of auality.
Please contact me if you have anything in Swiss philately to sell.
There will be no list during the
summer, but I look forward to
receiving your Wants Lists.
Ian Gilchrist
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A to Z of Swiss Philately

J. S. ARMSTRONG

,IJESTIOiv3 ,4UERIES - There are many

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

questions for which authentic information would be most welcome.
One of the most intriguing concerns
the second issue of the 'Sitting
Helvetia Perf.' of 1867 when there
were some colour and value changes.
The new 20 value, formerly grey,
appeared in a distinctive red-brown
shade which was apparently quickly
changed to a light olive. Why?
No catalogue, not even the large
Zumstein, nor any other book gives a
reason or a date for this sudden
change. As a result it has become a
most desirable item, especially on
cover.
Another later query asks how a
letter dated 21st June 1831, was
addressed to IFERTEN, a name which
will not be found in the l Ortsverzeichnis t . It is, in fact, the PTT
official name in German for YVERDON,
but how did it come to be used in
1831 and was delivered without
question?
These are puzzles which make our
hobby so fascinating.
E J R

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89
available beginning of September 1988

El ra

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

zurnsbein
europa

Prices:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1988/89

Postal fees for Europe:

1
2
3
4

EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE

North
Middle
South
East

SFr. 23.--

SFr. 23.-SFr. 23.-SFr. 41.--

SFr. 8.-SFr. 9.-SFr. 8.50
SFr. 11.--

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french
NEW: with price tendencies!
Zurmbein

paper cover
spiral binding

_

lechZfir=

SFr. 12.-SFr. 14.--

SFr. 7.-SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU

1988/89

For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you:
ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH
Do you know
gladly

our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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ed to national youth welfare work; the rest
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35+15 c Reading The ability to read gives
tration and perseverance by the child
concen
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needin
ture
world. Learning to read is an adven
and patience on the part of its parents.
child can express its feelings and moods.
50+20 c Making Music By making music the
pleasure at producing its own pleasant
Music embraces listening as well as the child's
sounds.
in the computer age, but when children start
80+ 40 c Arithmetic We may be living
learning how to do sums; initially, concentrain
aid
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school their fingers are still an import
ti on is not enough.
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Stamp pictures
Development of the Child
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35 + 15 a Reading
50 + 20c. Making Music
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80 + 40 c. Arithmetic
90 + 40 c. Drawing
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REPORTS OF MEETINGS
The Northern Group held their first meeting of the new session in Leeds
on September 17th. For some years now this first meeting has consisted
of short displays by members and has always proved most popular.
The following members provided displays:
Mrs Davis. The Simplon Line from Lausanne along the Rhone valley,
with sheets on the Grand St. Bernard and Simplon passes, and also of
Zermatt.
Mr H222 displayed Frama labels and the Geneva UN stamps.
Mr Gilchrist. Postal Stationery, perforated Sitting Helvetia, varieties
of the 1953 1 0c Mobile Post Office stamp, and the 5c of 1956. He concluded with some cancellations of the Swiss Agencies in France and Italy.
Mr Vaughan showed the Tell and Tell Boy stamps, the 1914 and 1928
high value definitives, and the 1924 Shield and Emblem issue.
Mr Eastwood showed items from his Pro Patria collection.
Haydn Vaughan showed his winning entry in the Yorkshire Philatelic
Association Competition on Lausanne.
Mr Hoyle showed photographs taken of his recent visit to the Monte
Rosa Hut telling the story of the journey from Rotenboden on the Gornergrat Railway and the walk over the glacier.
The subject for study at the meeting in Leeds on October 1st was
'Franking, Right or Wrong'.
Mr Arthur introduced the subject by distributing . a translation of
the section in the Zumstein catalogue on postage rates. Six members,
Mrs Davis, Mr Arthur, Mr Cairns, Mr Gilchrist . , -Mr Proctor and Mr
Vaughan then displayed a vast number of covers and cards relating to
Swiss postal rates, both correctly and under and over franked, covering
the many changes in rates which had taken place over the years. Topics
covered included Air Mails, printed matter, Nachnahme, express, registered, postage due and the Tell and Tell Boy overprints.
Many problems and questions were raised which members helped to solve
and everyone agreed that this was a most interesting subject which
should be studied further at a later date.
R A H
AUTUMN STAMPEX
The following members gained awards this time and many congratulations
are in order:
Mrs E J Rawnsley, 'The Transit Marks of Switzerland' gained a Silver
medal and the H L Katcher Trophy.
Mr D Houtris, 'Sitting Helvetia Perf' gained a Bronze medal for his
first time entry.
Mr F Pickard, 'The Reply-paid Cards of Switzerland' gained a Bronze
medal.
Mr T C Woodham, 'The various issues of Switzerland' gained a Bronzesilver in the Class D section of the Melville Youth Competition.
Mrs J A Shepheard MBE, 'Postal development in Kent, 1840-1890' also
deserves a mention for her Bronze-silver award.
Congratulations are also in order to our member Mr J Giblin who has
just been made the 4th President of the .:tustrian Stamp Club of GB. He
takes on this position to go with that of the Editor of the quarterly
magazine 'Austria' - a job which he has held since 1966.
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by Adriano Gervasi

THE SWISS POSTAL AGENCIES ABROAD
Continued from September

FRANCE
France, but the volume
The Swiss Posts also operated the service with
to the arrangement
of work was limited to six agencies only. Contrary
Switzerland was
with Italy, the postal service between France and
and parcels. The parcel
limited to the exchange of mail, letters
p
the railways and not
service in France was, and still is, o erated by
by the Posts.
way lines from
An unusual detail must be mentioned; on the rail
arlier, Swiss Posts
7euchatel to Pontarlier and from Vallorbe to Pont
the line belonged
operated the management of the service, although
ranee. The two French
to the French railway Society Paris-Lyon-rliediter
Gare des E'opitauxvillages of Gare des Verrieres de joux (Doubs) and
travelling office. The
Jounge (Doubs) were managed by the Swiss Posts
cancelled with the
letters franked with French postage stamps were
the stamps.
linear cancellation on the back only, and not on
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Today only the Swiss Agency in Domodossola is operating, all other
offices being closed as shown in the table. Domodossola is an exchange
office, not open for customers. It takes care of the exchange of letter
and parcel mail from Switzerland and other countries to Italy and transit.
In the reverse direction it handles mail from Italy and other countries
for Switzerland and for onward transmission. The a g ency in Domodossola
is controlled from the Swiss p ost office of 3900 Brigue and is in the
postal district of Lausanne. The post code is 011-3907 Domodossola (Italia).
Foreign Postal Administrations operatin g on Swiss territory
Only two foreign p ostal administrations operated in Switzerland,
Baden (Dukedom of, earlier independent, now Federal Republic of Germany),
and France.
Baden - An arrangement was si g ned between Switzerland and the Dukedom
of Baden as the Baden railways travelled into Swiss territory. The
postmarks nown to have been used are re p roduced below.
%AD. 49

170

=
74
- -6*

France - On the 14th December 1846 a French post office was opened in

Basle. It operated from 1st January 1847 until 1st October 1965 when
it was moved to i'dulhouse. The French office exchanged the letter mail
coming from Switzerland, Baden and Austria. The following cancellations
were used.
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The above is a small contribution to Swiss Postal History, with an
indication of the special cancellations used in the different foreign
agencies. They are, of course, a jewel of phi2ately and stamp and
cancellation collectors will be keen to acquire examples.
NEW from the PTT
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Report of the London Meeting held on 12th
tled • The letter C'. Many
The first meeting of the season was enti
and we were all enthralled
different interpretations were anticipated
ers who showed included:
by the inventiveness of the exhibitors. Memb
Mrs J Salmen, Mr R S Johnson,
Mr D Pashby, Mrs C Scholey, Mrs M Bidmead,
, Mr R F Bulstrode,
Mr L E Stiles, Mr B Hoddinott, Mrs E J Rawnsley
Mr V J Mitchell and Mr G W Hubbard.
ets, Campione, Customs and
The letter 'C' stood for: Cards and Cach
rs, razorblade Cancellations,
(Bundesfeier) cards, Charity cards and cove
of philatelic exhibitions,
Ceilings, Chiasso strikes, Cancellations
els, Commemoratives of note,
Comic and Curious cards with (machine) canc
es of the 25th anniversary
Commerce covers (advertising), Commemorativ
postage due.
of the UPU, and Cancellations indicating
out and showed all the
The UPU exhibit was particularly well laid
The Charity covers showed the
values and varieties of the Type B plate.
in the lower left corner,
small covers with the Fro Juventute symbols
only the stamps but also large
not often seen. The Ceilings showed not
the Commemoratives of note a
photographs to enhance the display. With
shown with the hard to
good selection of the 1914 high values were
erce show by Mr Bulstrode was
find deep violet shade. Finally the Comm
prove it is difficult to
shown by Mr Pickard on his behalf, just to
keep a good philatelist down.
en, who summed up the
The vote of thanks was given by Mr M Salm
for some time with works
evening as one of the most entertaining seen
.
of art and deep research bath side by side
Messrs C Miately and D Slate.
Apologies for absence were received from
Geoff Hubbard
Ratz
ACID ADHESIVES ON SWISS COVERS by Henry
to philatelists as the
Seldom has an invention created so much harm
nted as 'Autofix', Swiss
introduction of self-sealing envelopes. Pate
in the late 1930s, it is in
patent No. 168456, by Goessler of Zurich
materials ever introduced
my opinion one of the most self-destructive
the greatest magnitude and
into Swiss philately. It is a disaster of
sive must have been brewed
smacks of total irresponsibility. The adhe
by the same guys who created DDT:
out modified adhesives,
These covers are still around, with or with
ial events by collectors,
and were used extensively for FDCs and spec
s, by now the acid in the
societies, and the PTT. As any sample show
a dirty brown stain and then
adhesive has oxidized severely, creating
leave the flaps closed.
starts to bleed through to the front if you
ndants will be able to throw
In another 30 to 50 years you or your dece
is a latex base which eventuaway all these nice covers. (The adhesive
ally decomposes to form lactic acids. Ed.)
future philatelists, to
I urge you in your interests and those of
Take a razor blade, a steel
find these covers and remove their backs.
r the boom on them. Never
straightedge, two deep breaths, and lowe
s are worthless, if you do
mind the old myth that covers without back
worse!
not do this now, time will ravage them far
permission.)
with
l'
( Reprinted from our sister journal 'Tel
is possible to remove the
(Your editor has experimented and finds it
back. What other horrors
offending flap without removing the whole
g
tinprp Turkin in our collections?)
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POSTE Al:MENNE

PRICE
U.S.Dollars
1907 2c. TELL BOY, imperf. colour trial (issued stamp Zum.101).
1909 KOCHER 2c. complete set of 4 different frame colours, mint. Outstanding rarity.
Ditto 5c. in horizontal pairs, fine used.
KOCHER 10c. with blue frame, superb mint.
HELVETIA WITH SWORD 25c. blue, punch-hole Gutter Pair (Zum.S1), fine mint.
1 912 PRO JUVENTUTE 10 Rp.German Forerunner superb used,on post card.
PRO JUVENTUTE 10 Cts. French Forerunner, superb used.
PRO JUVENTUTE 10 Cmi. Italian Forerunner, fine mint.
1 913 PIONEER AIRMAIL AARAU (I) fine mint.
Ditto fine used on piece.
Ditto-on Official flown card.
PIONEER AIRMAIL BASEL (II) on Official flown card, superb.
PIONEER AIRMAIL BERNE (III) with perforated Gutter, superb mint.
PIONEER AIRMAIL LANGNAU (VI) on Official flown card, superb.
PIONEER AIRMAIL LAUFEN (VII) superb mint.
Ditto on Official card with TWO COPIES. Outstanding rarity thus.
PIONEER AIRMAIL LIESTAL (VIII) on Official flown card.
PIONEER AIRMAIL LUGAN0(IX) superb mint.
PIONEER AIRMAIL SITTEN (Xa) superb mint.
1914 MILITARY AIRFORCE complete set of 6 values used,with Airforce cancellations.
Ditto but with the rare octagonal Flying Corp cancellation.
POSTAGE HIGH VALUE Fr.3.- green (Zum.129) fine mint and perfectly centered (
rare thus!).
POSTAGE HIGH VALUE Fr.5.- single Die Proof on cardboard (issued stamp Zum.130) with
designer's imprint.
Ditto Fr.10.- (issued stamp Zum.131) but without designer's imprint.
1918 KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT (War Economy Section) the rare double circle overprint in superb
mint
complete set of 8 values. Only 100 sets issued!
1 919 AIRMAIL (Zum.No.1) fine used dated copy, with certificate .
Ditto on very interesting fine cover inscribed and designated for Basel-Frankfurt flight.
Certificate explains that the regular air service had been suspended and no other airline
had at that time taken over this service. Cover forwarded by RAIL. Document for the
collector of early airmail history!
1921 PROVISIONAL 2ic. on 3c. (Zum.146) DOUBLE OVERPRINT, fine used. With certificate.
Ditto 20c. on 15c. (Zum.1508) DOUBLE OVERPRINT, each side of Tells head. Fine used, with
certificate.
1924 ARMS TYPE Fr.2.- Colour Trial on original watermarked paper (issued stamp Zum.166)
but in
colour of the blue Fr.1.50 stamp and with stunning WHITE CENTRAL CROSS instead of
coloured as issued. Very rare.
As above but in the issued colour of the Fr.2.- stamp. Very rare.
ARMS TYPE Fr.1.50 the extremely rare smooth chalk paper (Zum.165y) superb used.
With certificate.
1933 AIRMAIL on grilled paper (Zum.4z-13z) set of 8 values in complete sheets of 25, superb
mint
1 938 PRO AERO (Zum.26) mint with "SPECIMEN" overprint. With certificate.
1945 PAX Fr.10.- in superb centre-cancelled block of four.
1949 TECHNIC AND LANDSCAPE 20c. (Zum.301) the very rare DIE /, superb mint and perfectly
centered. With certificate.
1950 UNITED NATIONS Fr.10.- (Zum.20) partial DOUBLE PRINT, superb mint.

£ incl.VAT
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H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd.
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The
AMATEUR COLLECTOR
LTD.
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DECADES OF SERVICE
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that Zumstein has used a new
idea in their 1989 catalogue in
that adjacent to every price
change there is a little arrow
to indicate if the change is an
increase or a decrease. Most of
the high items have come down.
The additional Fr.2.- for the
spiral binding (to 14.-) is well
worth it, as the pages lie flat
when opened.
-that from the coding bars on
letters date stamped in Zürich 1
it is clear these have been sorted
either in Bern or Basel, as Zurich
does not yet have a sorting machine,
but due to shortage of staff they
cannot cope with the mail. Most
pillar boxes are being emptied only
once a day, instead of 2 or 3 times
at least. Parliament will not agree
to an increase in wages, so staff
are leaving in droves in Geneve,
Lausanne and Zurich. The private
mail couriers are glad to take them.
-that the SVP have issued the first
supplement to their 1983 Handbook
of Swiss Machine Cancellations.
Only the new issues are illustrated,
including town dies, but no corrections are made. Price is 6Fr.21.,
post free in Europe, or from Vera
Trinder.
-that the next exhibition in the
PTT 1iiuseum in Bern is by the wellknown specialist Karl Probst, who
shows his unique collection of
coil stamps, perfins etc., for
roughly the last 100 years. From
4th October to 18th December.
-that the 50c Sport stamp of 1986
brought in 2.345m SFr for the
promotion of sport generally in
Switzerland. However, 67% of the
13m stamps sold were bought by
sports clubs.
-that the SBB/CFF have computerised the numbering of their locos
now, to line up with the coaches
and wagons. Instead of Re4/4IV
10101 for instance, it is now
440 101.
-that as there are more AIDS

victims in Switzerland per capita
than anywhere else in Europe,
extreme measures have to be taken.
A machine slogan, No. 4.6.215, is
to be used in each of the three
language areas, but uniquely each
one has the text in English too.
M Rutherfoord
1. DEZEMBER 1988

WELT AIDS TAG
WORLD AIDS DAY

1. November 1988; 8000 Zürich 1 BY

1 DECEMBER 1988

1 DECEMBRE 1988

JOURNEE
MONDIALE SIDA
WORLD AIDS DAY1988

l er novembre 1988; 1200 Geneve 3

1 DECEMBER

1 DICEMBRE 1988

G1ORNATA
MONDIALE DELL:AIDS
WORLD AIDS DAY
BER 1988

1 0 novembre 1988; 6500 Bellinzona 1

1 DECEM

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Leeds - 3rd December, display by
the Chairman, Mr P Vaughan.
London - 14th December, Small
Landscapes issue, discussion evenin
led by Mr F Pickard, with all
members invited to display.
Sussex Group - 3rd December, with
programme to be advised, Church
Lounge, All Saints, Patcham.

1. G. STAMPS
P0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
I wish to B U Y
Large collections or single items
of auality.
Please contact me if you have
anything in SWISS philately to se
There will be no list during the
summer but I look forward to
receiving your WANTS LISTS.
Ian Gilchrist

HELVETIA 3.S
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A to Z of Swiss Philately

J. S. ARMSTRONG

Railway Cancels - One of the most
popular side-lines of Swiss philately is
the collection of the marks of the TPO
cancels, where a watch is necessary since
the early ones are frequently on the
reverse of covers with stamps of the first
perforated issue.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

The stations also have their awn
cancellations, for the SBB/CFF mostly of
a rectangular type, while the private
railways have many types and sizes rectangular, circular, square etc. Each
cancel has a station number, and periodically these appear to be renumbered,
and so the hunt goes on.
For various events and commemorations
there are special covers or cancels)
all of which add to the interest.

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

R L - 'Rayon Limitrophe. In the 1850s &
1860s there was a system whereby mail
consigned to places within certain
distances into a neighbouring country
was charged at a reduced rate and
marked T H L I signifying 'limited zone'.
E J R

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89
available beginning of September 1988

NY

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

zumsbein
europa
1988/89

Postal fees for Europe:

Prices:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1
2
3
4

EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE

schomAz;
lechbersbein
1988/89

23.-23.-23.-41.--

8.-SFr.
9.-SFr.
8.50
SFr.
SFr. 11.--

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french
NEW: with price tendencies!

•

zumsbern

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

North
Middle
South
East

SFr. 12.-SFr. 14.--

paper cover
spiral binding

SFr. 7.-SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you:

mirrisbein

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Bri-,;ain
(Mirs

pq

t p r Tt(9_

(71,11 rhpstpr

.835(494)

UDC 656
ISSN 0951-0001
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h
THE SENSATION OF THE YEAR by M Hertsc
(Translated by John Barrett from the
Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, with
permission from the publisher.)

I call it 'sensation' although it
le
would require a more sensational tit
d
fin
y
nar
because it is an extraordi
and a big surprise.
six letters. They are obviously
Imagine, a Mir pSt. in W" sends you
sed to Rumania during a time of
a business corres ondence, all addres
, and, because the postal services
economic and political difficulties
c, the letters were returned to
at the end of world Tar I were chaoti
sibility for delivery'. The
the sender marked 'For Return. No pos
in Langnau, Emmenthal.
sender being a cheese exporting firm
8 25c blue/light blue of the
The letters were franked with the 190
the standard fee for normal
Helvetia with sword issue, which was
s listed in the catalogue? Blue/
foreign letters. But stop! How is thi
from the letters, clearly seen,
light blue - but four of the stamps
t green is, however, not to be found
are blue/light green. Blue/ligh
old Handbook, maybe I will find
in the Special Catalogue. I need the
the solution to the riddle in there!
about this issue: all values
There are a lot of interesting things
vetia and the value numbers are
were in two-colour printing; the Hel
gs are in a darker colour.
brighter and the background and shadin
er by the federalp Mint in sheets
The printing was done on fibrous pap
in 10 rows. The roduction of the
of 200, in two halves of 100 stamps
nsference of the original on to
plates was made by a photographic tra
which the depressions were not
a brass plate sensitive to light, in
h acid. In each case four of these
made by engraving but by etching wit
ches, made up one printing plate.
brass plates, each with 25 stamp cli
ing a later printing, could have
After use it was taken apart and, dur
is possible that the blocks could
been re-assembled incorrectly. So it
have been re-arranged.
y difficult as each cliche/bloc]
In practice the brass etching was ver
---------

8IISSN 0951-0001.

- 7
61Iondon Dec.198
77777T7177T6 E,7E142nd yearlNo 12Ipp 69-9
-
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had to be etched in exactly the same way. The etching needed only a
few seconds more or less, so that the printing became a little finer
or blurred, whereas all blocks should be the same. To prevent differ-.
ences in the quality of the stamps from 1910 onwards, the printings
were done again from the original etching plates, and all the printings
are the same as the originals.
The printing was done on a modern (for 1908!) two-colour fast press
on which the stamps were printed simultaneously in both colours.
For this two-colour printing two plates were needed, an outline plate
and a picture plate. The outline plate contained the whole background,
the drawing and the hatching of Helvetia; the picture plate printed the
background of the figure, the value figures and the margins.
Back to the mysterious stamps on the letters: for this first issue in
two-colour letterpress the following colours were used for the background: yellowish-20c, 40c (type I & II), 70c and 3Fr; light blue-25c;
light green-30c, 50c, 1Fr; light orange-35c, 60c, 80c.
This discovery clearly shows a light green background instead of a
light blue one. Similar backgrounds had been used for the 30c, 50c and
1Fr, but the shade of the green differs slightly. The shade of the 1Fr
stamp is a bit more intense than that of the 30c, but because the
variations during the long period of use of the issue and the huge
numbers printed, nobody can draw a definite conclusion whether these
'errors' have slipped through with the background of the 1Fr or of the
30c stamp. For both stamps examples can be found with an intense colour
as well as a light colour for the background.
With a two-colour machine which prints both colours in a single run,
the colour has to be very carefully removed between the printing of
different values. This cleaning of the plate was not exactly the most
desirable chore and was usually done by assistant helpers. The print
master, who was responsible for the quality of the printing, was mostly
occupied with preparing the new plates for the next issue and, therefore,
was involved with the numerous proofs while the machine was readied for
the next printing run.
Vihile one group was carrying out a particular task, the assistant
helpers were cleaning the machine. If in the case that the printing
plates were set and locked-in, then adjustment could begin - but if
the second group had not finished their cleaning then some of the background colour remained. The print master allowed the machine to produce
a few test sheets with the old colour in order to stabilize the print
quality, but these sheets were mistakenly placed with the finished ones
instead of in the waste bin - then it had ha p pened, a new 'error' of
a Swiss stamp!
In view of the fine colour differences of the background, which are
very difficult to see in artificial li g ht, it is possible that one or
more sheets with the wrong colour shade slipped through. Such a sheet
must have been delivered to Langnau as all four stamps came from the
same correspondence, used on the same day (15X18) and have the same
return backstamp (17X18) as the service to Rumania had been suspended.
It has taken 70 years to discover this error! It is still worth your
examining cheap and normal stamps. This one will be in the next Specialised Catalogue under Z No. 109/A9: Error showing blue/light green
instead of blue/light blue.
(Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, 3/88, pages 49-52, German & French.)
Earlier this year one cover fetched £3760 at auction!
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held on 9th November 1988
MINUTES of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,
apologies for absence were
There were 21 members in attendance and
A G Lee, Mr P Hobbs, Mr A Payne
received from Mr R F Bulstrode, Mr R
and Mrs C M Scholey.
the Chairman, Mr F Pickard,
1. In order to save time it was suggested by
ulated for members to read at
that copies of the 1987 minutes be circ
, but for next year the onus of
their own speed. This idea was accepted
ers and they will be taken as
reading the minutes will lay on the memb
proposed by Mr D Houtris, secread. The adoption of this method was
onded by Mr B L Hoddinott, and carried.
etary was asked if there
2. Matters arising from the minutes. The Secr
possible change of venue. The
were any further developments about a
was a move to Charterhouse St,
Secretary stated that the alternative
question. Since this day had
but a Wednesday meeting was out of the
it was not considered wise to
been set aside for more than 40 years
if Mr Ian Gilchrist was encourchange. The Secretary was also asked
it was confirmed this was so.
aging his clients to join the Society;
that the Society had been well
3. Chairman's Address. Mr Pickard stated
with many medals and the H L
represented at Stampex and came away
members should be encouraged
Katcher Trophy. He emphasised that more
bits of Swiss material then the
to exhibit; if there are too few exhi
ver. Two visits were made during
H L Katcher Trophy could be lost fore
PS, and the Hastings and East
the season - to the London Transport
made of the Northern Branch which
Sussex PS. Special mention should be
on. This year their Treasurer, Mr
is a member of the Yorkshire Federati
of Distinguished Yorkshire PhilJ Eastwood, was asked to sign the Roll
Mr R A Hoyle. Mr D Arthur was
atelists and so joins their Secretary,
d to publicise Swiss philately.
made President. Mr Hoyle also ran a stan
Fund shown in the Balance
The Chairman explained that the Library
the purchase of books for the
Sheet refers to an amount set aside for
their last meeting. The need to
Library, as agreed by the Committee at
st and every possible encoursearch for new members is still uppevnio
lusion the Chairman thanked
agment must and should be given. In conc
as Librarian and Mr L E Stiles
Mrs E J Rawnsley for all her hard work
Rawnsley was already an Honorary
in his capacity as Treasurer. As Mrs
es an Honorary Member also; this
Member, it was proposed to make Mr Stil
and carried unanimously.
was Quickly seconded by Mr C Mistely,
loss
Membership had now dropped to 301 - a
rt.
repo
y's
etar
Secr
Hon.
4.
hs, and non-payment of subs.
of 18 - due mainly to old age, some deat
members during the season. The
On the credit side there were five new
aged 18 (19 last year). The
attendances at the London meetings aver
ors when 24 members turned out;
best attended meeting was that on Cens
this year will encourage similar
it is hoped that the special displays
report was similar with fewer members
p
Grou
ex
Suss
The
ces.
ndan
atte
mainly because members in the
turning up. It was suggested this was
always attend. Those who used to
area were mostly retired and could not
off. Finally on this section
come from Dorset seemed to have dropped
was shown was blamed and it is
the fact that too much Postal History
Tell with Tell Boy can soon be
hoped that soon Standing Helvetia and
to
s to be the example we should all try
seem
2
hern
2
E211
Nort
The
n.
show
same as it has been for a
follow. Average attendance is still the
ng within easy reach of Leeds do
number of years. However, members livi
seem to encourage them - the halfnot all attend - even letters do not
to be an incentive either.
time tea and home-made cakes do not seem
scriptions
q
ort. The decision to increase the sub
_
Hon. Treasurers rep
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was a wise one as shown by the Profit & LOSS account. Briefly, subs were
up but income from the exchange packet was down, due largely to the loss
of one of the main contributors. The increase in printing was caused by
the purchase of a further supply of headed notepaper - this will last
for many years. The Library Fund of Z100 .was taken from the General Fund
and a new Committee Meeting will decide by how much to increase this
sum or to add annually the cost of purchases to keep the fund intact.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr D Houtris, seconded by Mr G
Hine, and carried.
6. Hon. Editor's report. The Editor would like to thank those few members
who, over the last year, have sent in their material for publication.
As from January the Newsletter will have to be reduced to one or two
pages unless members put pen to paper and write something. The alternative is to publish only when there is enough material to justify the
expense of printing and posting to members. The answer lies in your
hands as your Editor is sure you would not like to see old material,
which is now out-of-date, published just to fill up the pages. It is
after all your Newsletter with all that that implies. Please use it as
such, I cannot believe that 99% of the members are just 'completists'
and fill up the spaces in printed albums.
In response to this report, it was suggested that newer members had
not had the chance of reading some of the older material - even though
it is in the Library. Another point raised was to ask members what
information they needed, then knowledgeable members would be approached
to write the necessary articles. It was also suggested that some of
the older articles had not been updated or even researched for 20 or
30 years to the knowledge of the members present.
7. Hon. Exchange Packet Secretary's report. 419 booklets were submitted
with a tOtal value of 19 344.27 - 42 packets were circulated. The cost
of insurance cover was £465.26 but it must be mentioned again that most
societies charge 1% or q% on the total value of material submitted to
help towards this cost - we do not. Modern FDCs do not sell; some
letters still arive without cheques; occasionally letters are addressed
to the Society. Small amounts can be paid for in current GB stamps.
Two packets have been lost; it is imperative that a Certificate of Posting
is sent with the advice note or you could be responsible! So far this
season 198 booklets have been received and are in circulation (value
about £10 700). This is 48% fewer than this time last year, which included 130 booklets from Mr D R Beak - none this year. More material
is wanted and the more unusual the better it sells. Booklets must be
in by early January for full circulation. In conclusion Mr slate said
that he had now been doing the job for 6 years and that he was under increasing pressure at work, which cuts down the time that can be spent
on the packet. Really the job requires someone with the time to send
out the returned packets for a 'second' round, which at the moment he
may not have time to do. If anybody would like to take over for this
end of season work only, it would be worthwhile for the revenue of
the Society.
7. Election of Officers and Committee for 1988/9. Two resignations had
been received, Mr L E Stiles (Treasurer) and Mrs E J Rawnsley (Librarian).
Two volunteers to replace these Officers were added to the list, which
is as follows:
Mr M J Kuriger
freasurer
President
Mrs A Lee
Exch Pkt Sec Mr D M Slate
Mr F Pickard
Chairman
Mr 2 Hobbs
Editor
1:r. C Mistely
Vice-Chairman
Mr H Hafner
Librarian
Mr G W Hubbard
Secretary
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Committee: Northern Group Mr R A Hoyle , Mr J A Eastwood
London Group Mr D Houtris, Mr R S Johnson.
the Committee
Adoption of the full list of Officers and members of
carried.
,
was proposed by Mr M Hewson, seconded by Mr V J Mitchell and
8. Motions and Resolutions. _ None recei ved.
response had been
9. Any Other Business.. The Secretary was asked if any
members had offered
received for translators. He stated that only two
Other names were
their services, Mr R S Johnson and Dr J Barrett.
to have a good selecacquired from members present and we now appear
French, and four for
tion of translators. One for Italian, five for
the Co p yright laws for
German. Further investigation will be made into
ibility of producing an
translations. Another point raised was the poss
PS had done one, but
Index for the Newsletter. The American Helvetia
that relates to Swiss
it was suggested that a full index of everything
would assist researchers
philately would be ideal - if only a dream. This
d in the newsletter.
in locating information that has not been publishe
and hopefully this is
An up-to-date Library List was also requested,
post of Librarian.
a job Mr Hafner could tackle when he takes up the
articles could be
Finally, it was suggested that updates of earlier
ion of parts of the
undertaken and published - perhaps a new translat
man and Mrs McMahon
Zumstein catalogue, which was produced by Mr Chap
in the 1970s.
ed at 7.38 p.m.
There being no further business, the meeting clos
Z100 changed hands.
There followed a small auction where just over
s on 5th November
NORTHERN GROUP REPORT - At their meeting in Leed
ard from London with
members were delighted to welcome Mr Geoff Hubb
his collection of Postage Dues.
the origins of the
He introduced his subject with a short talk on
first stamps in 1878.
postage due system and the introduction of the
his outstanding
He then proceeded to display some 300 sheets from
sect ions, the blue,
collection. His display was divided into various
from 1 910, with specigreen, watermarked stamps, and the new designs
a weal th of shades.
mens, colour trials, mint and usedp, blocks and
T marks.
These were followed by various ty es of
of covers showing
Throughout his display he showed a large number
lly presented and
the usage of stamps and T marks, all most beautifu
written up.
been a memorable
The large number of members agreed that this had
r thanks and congratuafternoon and wish to extend to Mr Hubbard thei
presented.
R A H
lations for a subject so expertly researched and
-
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DECADES OFSER VICE
To SWISS PHILATELY

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

SWITZERLAND
CATALOGUE

ORDER FORM
To: THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England.

1989
(Edited by R.F. Bulstrode, O.B.E. and H.L. Katcher)

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR THE 30th EDITION

NAME .......................................................

PUBLICATION DATE 17th OCTOBER 1988

* After nearly 2 years of careful planning
THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY EDITION
WE HAVE PUBLISHED.
•
* Some 14,000 prices recalculated (and, taking account
reduced
many
material,
of our large stocks of modern
by 10%-40% — for as long as these stocks last.
* Italic type used to indicate "Guide" rather than Net
prices for items (predominantly 19th century) where
quality is variable and plays an important role. This
innovation permits realistic assessment of value and
enables the collector to choose his preferred price
range. A "Bull's Eye" for our catalogue!
* Bold type used for prices which indicate the cheapest
stamps in a specialised group.
* Standing Helvetias re-grouped and partly renumbered to conform with the latest research in this
fascinating field.
* Still more information added and more shades and
varieties listed.
* This edition puts all earlier ones hopelessly out of date!
By far the most informative English language

Catalogue published'. Indispensable to the collector of
Swiss stamps who thirsts for Information (and once
again there Is more In this years edition)!
While other Catalogues cater more for the casual
—
collector, this Catalogue/Handbook Is a "must for
the true philatelist

ADDRESS

cc
so
X
(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Kindly send me ............... copy/copies of your
1989 Catalogue for which I enclose .................
* Price (incl. post and packing):
£7.50 or U.S. $12.50
I mportant Please keep Catalogue orders strictly

—
rarom all other transactions. This will avoid
7tVgatt

mistakes and delays as different departments are
Involved. We thank you In advance.

*REFUNDED ON FIRST PURCHASE OF £75.

*******************************

*

The Directors and Staff
of
t The Amateur Collector Ltd. I
1.
t would like to wish their
Christmas
Happy
a
clients
t and a Prosperous New Year. t
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Did you know?
-that, although not directly philatelic, it is a sign of up-todate PTT thinking that I now have
a Postomat (automatic Teller machine) 'Plus' card with which I
can pay in three - at the moment supermarkets. By inserting it in
the machine at the checkout I can
have the amount directly charged
to my Giro account. In 1990 the
PTT plan to equip all retailers
in Biel with this system, perhaps
with a slogan for philatelists.
-that I was wrong to mention last
time that letters from Zurich were
being sorted in Bern, as shown by
typical Bern coding. The truth is
that Zürich now has two Telefunken
OCR machines, so that letters with
machine-readable addresses are now
coded with the same 'desk' number,
28, as in Bern
-that this was not the only surprise. Since about January 1988
Basel also has an OCR machine as
an addition to its 12 video desks,
and when Lausanne opened its YLO
in September it also had video
desks and an OCR machine. Geneva
will get one in October next year,
and one is planned for Luzern too!,
The confusing thing is that all
five OCR machines use the desk
number '28'. This fooled me.
-that an article is under way, as
promised to two editors, on this
subject at last.
-that the 45c is the least-used of
the present definitives, closely
followed by the 60c. Both can be
used alone only for some of the
printed matter steps. Stamps of
the old Folklore series are still
to be found at smaller 20s, a
long time after the FD of 10th
Yarch 1987 of the present Postmen
series.
-that ten times more postcards are
sent inside Switzerland than let-,
ters; to foreign countries there
are 20 times more. The inland
cards are, I guess, more answers
to competitions on PTT cards than
nintnrt? p ostcards. Inland rate is

50c for both cards and letters.
-that the 'Verband' of Swiss Philatelic Societies have issued an A4
loose-leaf book, in colour, for
those taking part in a course of
philately, either as an adult or
teenager. All facets of philately
are divided into 13 categories.
Very good effort to get more members
-that on the 12th December Thundorf
(Toondorf; Th as in Thames) will
celebrate 1100 years of recorded
history. The name suggests that in
all likelihood it was founded in
the 8th century by settlers from
the north in Charlemagne's time,
as many -dorf villages in northern
Switzerland were started like that,
but only much later recorded in
writing. Thundorf has nothing to
do with Thun (BE), as it lies in
Canton Thurgau, just east of the
capital, Frauenfeld. The special
cancel(see p 93) will run until
the end of 1989, a record.
M Rutherfoord
DON'T FORGET - Subscriptions are
now due, get out your cheque book.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Northern Group on January 7th, at
Pool-in-Wharfedale.
London Group on January 11th.
Just room for the Seasons' Greetings
to all our readers:
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Tan Cilchrist.
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STRUBELS. The first definitive issue
of Swiss postage stamps, the imperforate
'Sitting Helvetia', issued in 1854, has
long been one of the most popular. It
did not find favour with the general
public who likened the seated figure of
Helvetia to that of 'Shock-headed Peter'.
Also among a number of innovations,
the imperforated stamps required cutting
for separation, a method which was soon
found to be too slow, and for philatelists needs care to find copies with
complete margins.
Further, to guard against forgery
silk threads of various colours were
inserted into the paper during prepara tion - an idea that came from John
Dickinson in England, and the second
time Switzerland adopted an idea from
this country.
The first issue was printed in Munich
in pale matt colours and the later ones
in Bern.
A great deal of research has been done
on this issue and recorded for the
benefit of collectors.
E J R
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Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the

benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Postal fees for Europe:

1
2
3
4

EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE
EUROPE

North
Middle
South
East

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

23.-23.-23.-41.--

SFr. 8.-SFr. 9.-SFr. 8.50
SFr. 11.--

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french
NEW: with price tendencies:
paper cover
spiral binding

SFr. 12.-SFr. 14.--

SFr. 7.-SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

--zurnsbein
Do you know
gladly

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Prices:

1

sdiNdo
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ARMSTRONG

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89
available beginning of September 1988
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

i

zurnstein

December 1988

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box
CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 12035 ZFIL CH

our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.
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